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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT OF A PORTABLE CMOS TIME-DOMAIN FLUORESCENCE
LIFETIME IMAGER

MAY 2016

HONGTAO WANG
B.E., XIDIAN UNIVERSITY
M.S.E.C.E., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Christopher D. Salthouse

Modern laboratory equipments to measure the excited-state lifetime of fluorophores
usually include an expensive picosecond pulsed-laser excitation source, a fragile
photomultiplier tube, and a large instrument body for optics. A portable and robust device to
make fluorescence lifetime measurement in nanosecond scale is of great attraction for
chemists and biologists.
This dissertation reports the development of a portable LED time-domain fluorimeter
from an all-solid-state discrete-component prototype to its advanced CMOS integrated circuit

vii

implementation. The motivation of the research is to develop a multiplexed fluorimeter for
point-of-care diagnosis. Instruments developed by this novel method have higher fill factor,
are more portable, and are fabricated at lower cost.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy is the technique of measuring the excited-state
lifetime of fluorophores[1], molecules that emit lower energy light upon the excitation by
higher energy light, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The technique is frequently used in chemistry
to investigate the steady-state property of molecules and to study their behaviors in
chemical reactions[2]–[5]. It is also a useful tool in biochemical environmental
monitoring, because lifetimes of fluorophores can be modulated by environmental
parameters, such as pH and other ion concentrations [6]–[10].
The fundamental understanding of fluorescence lifetime can be made by realizing
that fluorescence is a stochastic process. The average time a molecule spends in excited
state before releasing its energy, in the form of light, is called the fluorescence lifetime
[11]. The fluorescence reaches the maximum intensity within a pico-second timescale
after the fluorophore molecule is excited by a short pulse light, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). It
decays exponentially after the excitation light is removed. The time constant, τ,
associated with the decay is called the fluorescence lifetime of that fluorophore.

Fig. 1 The illustration of fluorescence in energy level diagram (a) and time domain (b)
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Commercial fluorophores exhibit lifetimes in the range from tens of picoseconds
to tens of nanoseconds[12]. Such a small timescale requires high speed imaging devices
to make accurate measurement. Modern fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopes
(FLIM) rely on two mainstream methods, one based on time-domain photon counting,
another based on frequency-domain modulation[13].

Fig. 2 The system architecture of time-correlated single-photo counter (TCSPC)

In the time-domain method, the fluorescence decay profile is recorded in timedomain directly. This type of instruments includes time-gated image intensifiers[14],
[15], directly time-gated CCDs[16], [17], time-gated photon counters[18], [19], and the
most prevalent time-correlated single-photon counters (TCSPC)[20]. Fig. 2 illustrates the
block diagram of a typical TCSPC system. In the instrument, fluorophores are
periodically excited by a train of laser pulses to produce periodic fluorescence decays.
The fluorescence is received by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) that converts light signal to
an electric signal. At the first observation of a photon in each cycle, the PMT is triggered
and that time point is registered by a constant fractional discriminator (CFD). In a parallel
path, a photodiode (PD) detects the excitation pulse as a time reference. Here the CFD
reduces noise and generates a sharp-edged trigger signal. The outputs from two CFDs
start and stop a time-to-amplitude-converter (TAC), which converts the time interval
2

between the first-photon event and registered time reference into a voltage. An analog-todigital converter (ADC) is then used to digitize the voltage, and its subsequent circuit
decodes the binary into a memory address. The content in that memory location is
incremented by one when the channel address is sensed. Because each memory space
represents a time bin, the overall amplitude across all time bin channels represents the
total number of photons observed at the entire time window. Fluorescence lifetime can be
calculated performing a least square fit on the histogram constructed by the entire
memory contents.
An alternative method to measure the fluorescence lifetime is called frequencydomain method. It is an indirect measurement of the lifetime by characterizing the
frequency response of the fluorophore detector system. Two types of modulation are
commonly used, one with a continuous-time sinusoidal wave[21]–[25], another with a
laser pulse train[26]–[28]. Sinusoidal modulation is simpler but has limited modulation
frequency range usually from 1 MHz to 200 MHz. Pulsed modulation can improve the
range up to 1 GHz by utilizing high-order harmonic components in high-repetition-rate
square pulses[29]. A wider modulation frequency scanning range is meaningful, because
some useful fluorophores only produce significant phase change between its fluorescence
and excitation signal for sufficient signal to noise ratio at high modulation frequency.

Fig. 3 The system architecture of the phase-modulation fluorimeter (a) and its time-domain response (b)
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As depicted in Fig.3 (a), in continuous-time frequency-domain fluorimeter, the
sample is excited by a laser diode (LS) or an LED modulated with a single-tone sine
wave electric signal (OSC). A band-pass filter, called emission filter, removes the
excitation wavelength in the emission angle. The filtered emission light is a time-varying
signal that follows sinusoidal function. Its frequency is the same as the modulation signal,
but the phase is shifted by an offset for that frequency. The filtered emission light is
linearly converted into the electric signal by a photodetector (photo-multiplier-tube, PMT
or photodiode, PD), as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The phases of the emission signal and the
excitation signal are compared. Their difference is used to calculate the lifetime of the
fluorophore using Eqn. 1.
tan     

Eqn. 1

where  is the phase shift, τ is the lifetime, and ω is the angular frequency of the
modulating signal. When more than one fluorophores are involved in the measurement,
multi-exponential decay needs to be examined, called fluorescence lifetime multiplexing.
The measurement is performed by scanning the modulation frequency across a broad
range and fitting the phase-shift-modulation-frequency response to a set of equations[26],
so that the multiple lifetimes can be extracted from the data. Frequency-domain
fluorimeters generally provide relatively shorter data acquisition time than time-domain
instruments, because the steady state of the excitation-emission is established in picosecond time scale, and the phase information can be read out immediately.
TCSPC systems are the leading technology in photon counting area. The state-ofthe-art commercial TCSPC bench-top (as of March 2016) performs a detection limit
down to 50 fM (fluorescein, Fluorolog-3®, HORIBA Scientific), and the minimum
4

lifetime detection of less than 40 ps (PicoMasterTM, HORIBA Scientific). However,
because of the requirement on complicated optics, high-power lasers, high voltage
(>1000V) photo-multiplier tube, and the large instrument body, TCSPC are expensive
and bulky. Although frequency-domain fluorimeters are less complicated and can
measure faster lifetimes (20 ps, K2TM, ISS) than time-domain fluorimeters built with
similar components, samples excited by continuous-time sinusoidal wave or highrepetition-rate pulses suffer from more significant photo-bleaching, the effect that
molecules tend to reduce their emission intensity after long time excitation.
This dissertation builds upon work in both discrete circuit and integrated circuit
devices for fluorescence lifetime measurement. An early fluorescence lifetime instrument
was reported in 1974. It was based on a photo-multiplier tube connected to a sampling
oscilloscope[30]. This time-resolved system could measure fluorophores with 1.5 ns and
17.1 ns lifetime. But it used a LINC computer to average the data, magnetic tapes for data
collection, and a $2.9 billion IBM 7090 for post data processing. In addition to the
TCSPC and frequency-domain methods previously introduced, a number of discrete
imagers have been built using a CCD coupled with a time-gated image intensifier[15],
[31]–[35]. The temporal resolution of these instruments can be as low as 10 ps, but all of
them require high power pico-second-scale laser and complicated optics, making them
hardly portable. The above instruments are usually only accessible in research
laboratories and have limited access for point-of-care diagnosis.
A portable time-domain fluorimeter achieved a compact size of 21×40×50
cm3[36], but it used expensive electronics and laser driver as in a TCSPC system.
Joanneum Research in Austria developed a low-cost semiconductor based portable
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fluorimeter to measure their oxygen sensor, but the detection range is in microsecond
scale[37]. The portable filterless discrete circuit fluorimeter was able to measure ~ 5 μM
dye solution with lifetime of 1 ns, 2 ns, and 4 ns[38], but it used expensive laser diode as
the excitation source, which also restricts the excitation wavelengths. Apparently, these
portable fluorimeters can not satisfy nanosecond scale lifetime standards more widely
used in research and industry[12].
Time-domain fluorimeters previously reported were either fast but expensive,
making them only suitable to detect nanosecond-scale to sub-nanosecond-scale lifetime,
or cheap but slow, which can be applied in most of the non-critical applications that
requires microsecond-scale measurements. The fluorimeters built in this work was aimed
at measuring nanosecond-scale fluorescence lifetime on a portable device, but their
manufacturing cost are significantly reduced from the commercial high speed
fluorimeters. A table is listed to compare the cost, speed, and portability for all types of
fluorimeters.
Table. 1 The comparison of various types of fluorimeters

Works

Technique
Photomultiplier tube
[30]
+ oscilloscope
CCD + time-gated
[15], [31] image intensifier
[35]
Streak camera
[36]
TCSPC
[37]
Frequency-domain
[38]
Time-domain
This work
Time-domain

Resolution Detection limit

Cost
High

1.5 ns
185 ps
150 ps
50 ps
200 ps
1 μs
0.8 ns
3.6 ns

High
High
High
Low
High
Low

Portable

2 μM/L

No

N/A
N/A
<1000 μM/L
N/A
1 μM/L
0.25 μM/L

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The time-domain instruments reported in this work trade off between cost and
speed, as shown in Table. I. To improve the portability of instruments in conventional
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sampling oscilloscope, TCSPC systems, frequency-domain instruments, and time-gated
image intensifier-CCD instrument, the discrete-component fluorimeter presented in this
work is filterless and requires no optics. It applies electric shutter to reject the excitation
light from fluorescence emission in time domain. To improve its performance compared
to existing portable fluorimeters, the presented device employs totem pole circuit in the
LED driver for fast excitation. A novel sensing circuit is built in the instrument to
integrate the nanosecond fluorescence decay by part in a time-gated mode.
After the discrete-component fluorimeter ptototype was built and verified, its
advanced version, the integrated circuit based fluorescence lifetime imagers, were built.
They was designed to capture images across an sensor array, measuring the fluorescence
lifetime at each pixel. These compact imagers are also divided into time-domain and
frequency-domain operation modes. In frequency domain, silicon photodiodes and
custom trans-impedance-amplifiers have been integrated on a CMOS IC for fluorescence
lifetime detection[25]. The power consumption and cost of such portable device are
improved over existing discrete circuit fluorimeters, but the detection limit is limited to
7.5 μM/L for fluorescein. It also requires filters to separate excitation light from emission
fluorescence, because sample is excited continuously.
In time-domain, TCSPC imager ICs utilizing silicon single-photon-avalanchediode (SPAD) are able to detect single-photon events after excitation the same as in
discrete-component instruments[39]–[45]. But these conventional TCSPC imagers suffer
from pile-up effect[46], [47], the loss of photons due to the dead-time of the device.
Time-gated TCSPC imagers count the total number of photons in multiple observation
windows to eliminate pile-up effect[48]–[56], but pixels designed for this purpose include
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digital circuits for gating and counting, making their fill factors usually only a few
percent low. This can be improved by creating micro-lens above the pixel, but additional
cost is needed based on the standard CMOS fabrication[57].
Another type of time-domain fluorimeter ICs utilizes silicon photodiode to
integrate photons in an observation window rather than digitally count them. A timedomain imager used the differential photo-diode to build a pixel[58]. By gating on the
sensor only in programmable time windows, photons within the window is converted into
the differential component for read, while the rest of the light is in common mode that is
rejected[59]–[61]. The fill factor, however, is less than 25%, because the dummy
structure occupies half of the pixel area, and the limited reset current requires wide reset
transistor for fast operation.
Later, based on conventional pinned photo-diode active-pixel-sensor (APS), an
additional charge transfer gate was implemented in the pixel to achieve gating, charge
storage, and in-pixel amplification[62]. But the experimental result showed that
fluorescence lifetime measured by the IC varied with samples’ concentration,
contradictory to the common belief that the fluorescence lifetime is not a function of
concentration. One charge transfer gate of the sensor can be removed by a special doping
profile to simplify the control[63], but the optimized doping concentration is not
supported in the standard technology, and a calibrated turn-on voltage for an efficient
charge transfer is required.
Photodiode compatible with CMOS technology has been used in pixel sensors to
measure fluorescence lifetime[64]. Its pixel circuit, however, includes a 3mm-wide reset
transistor, a 1.5 mm-wide isolation transistor, and a differential amplifier. The resultant
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fill factor is less than 14% for a large 180 × 415 μm2 pixel area. This limited the array
size to be only 8 × 4 in that work. The fabricated IC was able to measurement the falling
time of the excitation pulse varying from 1 ns to 5 ns, but no actual fluorescence decay
measurement was performed. The real measurement on the fluorescence can be much
more challenge, because of the very weak light intensity of the fluorescence compared to
the excitation light.
The integrated circuit based fluorimeter presented in this work is able to measure
fluorescence lifetime in time-domain. It removes filters required by frequency-domain
imager IC to make the final device more portable. It overcomes the low fill factor issue
associated with SPAD by using compact 3-T APSs compatible with the standard CMOS
technology. The reduced sensitivity of APS compared to SPAD is overcome by high gain
switch capacitor column amplifier and large number of averaging (~10,000). The gating
controll of sensors, pulse generation, delay control, data conversion, global timing
circuits, and data transmission are all integrated on a single chip to minimize the off-chip
discrete components. This allows for a more portable imager than existing fluorimeters.
In summary, the motivation of this work is to leverage the cost, portability, and
the performance of CMOS integrated circuits to build a time-domain fluorimeter that is
suitable for point-of-care diagnostics. It was designed to demonstrate accurate
measurement and low detection limit required in biochemistry laboratories. The project
was partitioned into four development phases starting from May 2013. The detail in each
phase will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.
In chapter 2, the novel time-domain sensing principle is described and first
implemented in a single-pixel solid-state discrete-component device. Chapter 3 then
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presents the characterization of a family of active pixel sensors (APS) fabricated in 0.35
μm CMOS technology for use in an integrated circuit version of the time-domain
fluorimeter. In chapter 4, the mixed-signal processing units are designed and partially
characterized in silicon. The circuits were finally integrated into a monolithic imager IC
with an array of sensors, all signal conditioning circuits, timing controllers, and the data
transmission interface. Chapter 5 describes how the IC was integrated into a board-level
camera module used to carry out real measurements on commercial fluorophores. The
experimental results will be presented and discussed. Chapter 6 summarizes the
dissertation and proposes the future work.
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CHAPTER 2
ALL-SOLID-STATE TIME-DOMAIN FLUORIMETER DISCRETECOMPONENT PROTOTYPE
2.1 Discussion on existing fluorescence lifetime sensing method
Time-domain fluorimeters can be more portable and can achieve higher
performance than phase-domain fluorimeters. As explained in chapter I, time-domain
fluorimeters involve more complicated electronics, because of the gated excitation and
the discrete-time electronics. However, gating circuits can separate the excitation light
from the emission in time-domain better than a filter does for frequency-domain
instruments, so that filters are no longer needed. Second, the improved discrimination
between the excitation and emission improves the signal-to-noise ratio, allowing a better
detection limit (lower detectable fluorophore concentration). Third, excitation pulses in
time-domain fluorimeters need not to have a high-repetition rate. This allows the use of
light-emitting-diode (LED) that usually responds slower, but is able to provide more
wavelength options at the much lower cost than solid-state laser sources.
Based on the above discussion, the fluorimeter developed in this work measures
the fluorescence in time domain. However, the TCSPC method imposes many challenges
to make the instrument portable. First, single-photon counting is most frequently
performed using photo-multiplier tubes. These vacuum-tubes generate up to ~ 1106
electrons per incidental photon, but the body is many times larger than a solid-state
electric competent, such as solid-state photo-diode that senses the light. Silicon photomultiplier (SiPM), the solid-state version of the vacuum-tube photo-diode, provides an
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alternative solution. It behaves similarly to a vacuum-tube photo-multiplier, but TCSPC
instruments rarely choose SiPM, because of the high dark count rate, and the lower peak
avalanche current[65].
Second, the histogram recording in TCSPC requires high-speed circuits to process
data in each excitation cycle. As an example, the pico-second-to-nano-second time
interval between the end of the excitation and the first arrival photon event should be first
converted into a voltage by an TDA. This voltage is digitized by an ADC to generate the
binary data. The data is finally decoded to perform a memory write. The time consumed
by the entire signal processing limits the period of the excitation, and that will limit the
measurement time because a large number of excitation cycles need to be carried out to
generate enough data point in the histogram to approximate the time-resolved
fluorescence decay.
Third, high-end TCSPC instruments use filters to reduce the excitation-emission
interference. However, the design of optics usually leads to a bulky instrument.
2.2 Time-gated photon integration sensing method
The above drawback presented in TCSPC instrument can be improved by using
the time-gated photon integration method[38]. In this method, the fluorescence decay
profile is measured by time-domain integration rather than histogram recording. In Fig. 4,
a pulsed reset signal gates off the photodetector when it is logic high, and gates on the
detector to integrate the fluorescence as it falls down. A delay is implemented between
the excitation falling edge and the reset falling edge to start a time window called
integration window. If using the first time window, almost the entire decay profile is
integrated, as shown in the shaded area on the left. Then the reset pulse is delayed by 250
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ps with respect to the excitation pulse, so that the integration window is delayed by 250
ps, and less fluorescence decay is integrated, as can be visualized by a smaller shaded
area. If the delay of the reset pulse is further increased by a step of 250 ps, the
fluorescence decay profile is essentially partitioned in many segment, and the area
underneath each segment is measured by the electronics. Measurement data can be used
to calculate the fluorescence lifetime by numerical method.

Fig. 4 The illustration of integration by part fluorescence lifetime sensing mecnanism

Fig. 5 The behavior model of the time-domain solid-state fluorimeter discrete-component prototype

The behavioral model of the time-domain solid-state fluorimeter discretecomponent prototype is presented in Fig. 5 to realize the time-gated photon integration
method. Two synchronized pulses are produced by a pulse source. A programmable delay
circuit generates the delayed reset pulse relevant to the excitation pulse. The delay value
can be an integer multiple of the unit delay, D (250 ps), and can vary from 0 ns to 63 ns,
nD, where n is an integer from 0 to 255. After the fluorophore sample is excited,
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fluorescence in the defined integration window is received by the photo-detector, PD, and
converted into a time varying current, I(t). It is integrated into a voltage, called F(nD)
because the voltage is a function of the delay between excitation and reset pulses noted
by nD. This transient signal is averaged over time to produce a DC voltage. It is then
amplified and digitized to create one data point indexed by the delay index, n. In the next
step, n is increased by 1 to create one more data point, and so forth. In continuous-time
mode, where the delay step is infinitely small, the integration of the fluorescence decay
can be written as


F (t )   f (u )du

Eqn. 2

t

the lower limit, t, represents the start point of the integration window, and f (u ) is the
time-resolved fluorescence after the excitation pulse
u

f (u )  Ae 

Eqn. 3

The integration upper limit in Eqn. 2 can be set infinity large as long as the reset pulse
period is much larger than the lifetime of the fluorophore sample. The continuous
variable, t, in Eqn. 2 can be replaced by the discrete delay value, nD. So Eqn. 2 in
combination of Eqn. 3 can be rewritten as


F (nD)

T



f (u )du

nD

T

A e

T

 nD



Eqn. 4

where T is the duration of the integration window, or the total amount of time when the
reset pulse stays low in one cycle. Eqn. 4 suggests that despite the fact that the output
from the averager circuit is not the raw fluorescence signal that comes from the chemical,
the time constant remains the same. Based on this the data measured at the output of the
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fluorimeter can be directly used to fit to a single-exponential function to extract the
lifetime. In the following section, the detailed circuit implementations for each behavior
model block will be discussed.
2.3 Hardware architecture and circuit implementations
2.3.1 System block diagram

The time-domain fluorimeter discrete-component prototype is partitioned into
several functional blocks, as shown in Fig. 6. A tunable ring oscillator produces a 1 MHz
system master clock. It is converted into two short pulses in a delay circuit. One pulse is
used to reset the sensing circuit; another one is delayed from the reset pulse and used for
excitation. Although in Fig. 5 the reset pulse is the one to be delayed for illustration
purposes, it turns out delaying the excitation phase can be easier to be made with out
changing the phase of control signal of the more complicated sensing circuit than the
excitation circuit. The sample is excited by this variable-phase excitation signal in each
delay step, and the fluorescence is measured by the sensing circuit that is operated under
a reset signal with a constant phase. Finally a microcontroller unit (MCU) controls the
excitation pulse delay and digitizes the sensing circuit’s output. The functional blocks are
built on a PCB to act as a slave device controlled by a personal computer (PC).
Command and data are transmitted between PC and the MCU through an USB cable. A
complete measurement is performed by first setting an excitation delay and recording 100
digitalized outputs from the MCU for averaging. Then the same process is repeated with
a different excitation pulse delay, and so forth.
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Fig. 6 The block diagram of the discrete-component based fluorimeter prototype

2.3.2 Ring oscillator

The clock used to produce the excitation and the reset pulse is generated from a 3stage ring oscillator shown in Fig. 7. Each stage includes an inverter, labeled by U1, U2,
and U3. A 74 k Ω resistor connects the output of U2 and the input of U3 to form a slow
signal path. A variable capacitor, Cvar1, is connected between the inputs of U2 and U3 to
form a fast signal path. The frequency of the output clock is adjusted by the value of
Cvar1.

Fig. 7 The schematic of the pulsing circuit[66].

The waveform at node V1, V2, and V3 in the ring-oscillator circuit are plotted in
Fig. 8(a) for an analysis. Inverter U3 acts as a single ended comparator. As its input, V3,
moves across the threshold voltage, VDD/2, the output of U3 toggles, and the signal is
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propagated to node V1 through inverter U2. At the rising edge of V1, the step input of U2
is transmitted through the fast signal path involving Cvar1 and Cx, so that the voltage at
node V3 has a corresponding step voltage, V3

V3 

Cvar1
Cvar1  Cx

Eqn. 5

Because the left terminal of R1 is driven to ground by inverter U2, and its right terminal is
above the ground, current flows through R1 to discharge capacitors. This process is ended
when V3 is decreased to below VDD/2, when the state of U3 and U1 toggles, and a falling
edge appears at V1. At this point, V3 also falls by a voltage equals to Eqn. 5, and the
current through resistor R1 now charges capacitors to drive V3 high. The charging process
continues until V3 is increased above VDD/2, when U3 and U1 toggles, and a rising edge
appears at node V1. After this point the state of the circuits returns to the initial condition
where V1 trips to VDD. So the waveforms in each node repeat the above behavior to
produce the large signal clock at the output of the ring oscillator. The times spent on both
charging and discharging processes on capacitors are identical, called Td.

Fig. 8 The analysis on ring oscillator

To calculate Td, the equivalent circuit for discharging capacitors after the rising
edge of V1 is plotted in Fig. 8(b). The differential equation associated with the circuit is
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V3 (t )
d (VDD  V3 (t ))
d (0  V3 (t ))
 Cvar1
 Cx
R1
dt
dt

Eqn. 6

Solving the equation by using the initial condition listed in Fig. 8(b), and equating the
result to the threshold voltage of U3, VDD/2, the clock frequency of the pulse is

f pulse 

1
1

2Td 2 R (C  C ) ln(1  2V3 )
1
var1
x
VDD

Eqn. 7

The calculated range of frequency by adjusting Cvar1 from 30 pF to 6.5 pF is from 195
kHz to 1.5 MHz, and the measurement result was from 212 kHz to 1.5 MHz. The error at
the low end is less than 8%. The reason could be for a large ratio of Cvar1 to Cx, since this
node is connected to a pin of the IC, the step at V3 is limited by the ESD circuit of the
inverter IC, so it takes less time for the RC circuit to charge and discharge, leading to a
faster oscillating frequency observed at the output. However, because it is non-linear in
nature, and is dependent on the particular inverter IC being used, the modeling of such
effect is out of the scope of study. In real measurement, the clock frequency was chosen 1
MHz by adjusting Cvar1 to a proper value.
2.3.3 Delay circuit

Two delay lines receive the clock generated from the oscillator and produce two
sub-clocks that are synchronized but are delayed from the raw clock. They are produced
at node E1 and R1, as shown in Fig. 7. The succeeding circuit for each signal includes a
high-pass filters and inverter buffers. The full width at half minimum (FWHM) of the
high-pass filter satisfies
t FWHM  RC ln(2)
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Eqn. 8

R and C are the resistance and the capacitance associated with the filter. In the
measurement, the pulse width of the excitation pulse can be adjusted between 20 ns to 70
ns. Because a larger resistor is used in the high-pass filter that produces the reset pulse,
the pulse width is tunable between 30 ns and 100 ns. In the real measurement, excitation
pulse width was chosen 20 ns, and the result pulse width was 84 ns. The difference in
between fits the delay line range of ~64 ns, so that in time domain the envelope of the
excitation pulse can be shifted from the rising edge of the reset pulse to the falling edge
of the result pulse, supporting the maximum detection range.
2.3.4 Excitation circuit

Because the signal to drive the LED is a pulsed signal, with its active high state
lasting only 20 ns in a 1000 ns clock period, a temporary biasing voltage, ~ 4.3 V more
than the normal constant biasing voltage , 3.8 V, used for the selected LED according to
the data sheet (Bivar Inc/UV5TZ-405-15), can be chosen to maximum the peak light
power in just 20 ns in one period. This is feasible because after the LED is over driven in
a 20 ns time window, in the following 980 ns the PN junction is able to cool down. This
was verified by observing no circuit failure after operating the circuit in a long term
experiment over 1 week. Excitation light exhibits a higher power when the LED is biased
at a higher voltage. It is helpful to generate stronger fluorescence from the fluorophore
chemicals, so that it can improve the signal-to-noise ratio at the front-end of the
fluorimeter.
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Fig. 9 The schematic of the high speed LED driver circuit [66]

The LED driver to excite the fluorophore samples in nanoseconds time interval
and stop the excitation within sub-nanosecond scale requires fast switching and the
ability to deliver high power. In this design, the push-pull driver stage is modified into
the circuit shown in Fig. 9 to drive the LED. It is built by stacking two NPN UHF power
transistors (NXP Semiconductors /BFG21W, 115, fT=18 GHz), Q1 and Q2, and driving
the LED at node B. Both Q1 and Q2 are built with 4 and 2 parallel connected transistors to
increase the peak current. A resistor R1 is connected between the power supply and the
collector of Q1 for current sensing purpose. It was shorted in normal operation. Instead of
using a PNP transistor at the lower part, Q2 is constantly biased by a voltage divider. The
use of an NPN transistor eliminates the effect that the base-emitter junction of a PNP
transistor will be very weakly biased as the voltage at node B approximates 0.6 V. This
effect will limit the sink current to shut down the LED at the end of each excitation cycle.
Q1 is switched on at the rising edge of the excitation pulse to provide current I1.
Q2 delivers a constant current I3 when Q1 is turned on. The difference between I1 and I3
supplies the LED. The cathode of the LED can be grounded or biased at a negative
voltage to further increase the peak biasing voltage for a higher peak light power. The
measured peak power from the LED was 42 mW and 106 mW in each case when power
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supply was 5 V. At the falling edge of the excitation pulse, Q1 is turned off, and charges
at node B is sunk to ground by Q2 to shut off the LED as fast as possible. Q2 initially
stays in the active region because voltage at node B is larger than the base voltage, ~ 0.6
V. In the end of discharging, Q2 moves to the saturation region with a constant resistance.
2.3.5 Sensing circuit

Fig. 10 The schematic of the sensing circuit[66]

The schematic of the sensing circuit is shown in Fig. 10. Fluorescence is received
by an avalanche photodiode (APD), D1, with its cathode biased by a high voltage source.
The anode of D1 is connected to the collector of the bipolar transistor Q1. It is the same
UHF power transistor used in the excitation circuit. The transistor used in sensing circuit
is to reset node A to 3.3 V when it is turned on. At the reset state, the reversed voltage
across APD is ~ 130 V to achieve a photo-multiplication gain of 100 at 20°C, according
to the device data sheet (Hamamatsu s2382). When Q1 is turned off, node A becomes a
high-impedance node, and photo-current generated by the APD is integrated on its
parasitic capacitor, Cp1, to produces a voltage signal with its amplitude proportional to the
amount of received photon from the fluorescence. The voltage signal at node A is
periodic, because Q1 is reset by the reset pulse at 1 MHz clock frequency. A low-pass
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filter, consisting of R3 and Cp4, averages the periodic voltage signal and produces a DC
signal at the non-inverting input of op amp U1. Then U1 buffers the voltage to the next
stage. A replicated circuit is put in parallel at the bottom to create the differential signal
seen at node V1 and V2. The error voltage is amplified by a subtractor, realized by U3 and
resistors R7~R10. The subtractor is an inverting amplifier when regarding its noninverting input biased at a constant DC voltage. This is true because the dummy APD,
D2, does not receive any light during the operation. The small signal output of the
subtractor satisfies
V3  V1

R9
R10 R7  R9
 V2
R7
R8  R10 R7

Eqn. 9

By defining R9=R10, and R7=R8, Eqn. 9 is reduced to

V3  (V1  V2 )

R9
R7

Eqn. 10

The value of R7 and R9 was chosen to be 33 Ω and 10 k Ω, resulting in a differential gain
of ~ 303. The succeeding stage involving U4, resistors R5~R6, and R11~R12 is a unity gain
inverting amplifier. Its output is further filtered by an R-C low-pass filter with the -3dB
band width of ~1.6 Hz.
The power spectrum density (PSD) of the thermal noise, contributed from all
resistors, at the output of U4 follows
Vn2, R  4kT  [2 R3  (

R9 2 R92
R
 R9  ( R8  R10 )  (1  9 ) 2 
) 
R7
R7
R7

( R5  R6 )  (1 

R12 2 R122
) 
 R12 ]
R11
R11

The PSD contributed from the input referred noise PSD of all op amps satisfies
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Eqn. 11

Vn2,U ,tot  Vn2,U  [

R9
R10
R  R9
R
R

 7
 (1  9 )  (1  12 )]
R7 R8  R10
R7
R7
R11

Eqn. 12

Where Vn2,U is the input referred noise PSD of each op amp.
After substituting resistor values into Eqn. 12, it is found out that the dominant
resistor thermal noise comes from R3 and R4, and the value of the PSD is 3.06 nV2/Hz.
The total RMS value of resistor thermal noise voltage at sensing circuit output is

Vn , R , RMS 





0

3.06 109
df  87.5V
1  (2 R13C1 f ) 2

Eqn. 13

Substituting resistor values to Eqn. 13, the resulting noise PSD due to op amp is
1214 Vn2,U . Therefore, the sensing circuit will amplify the input referred noise power
spectrum of an op amp by a factor of ~1000 at the output. Because of the narrow
bandwidth of the low-pass filter, 1.6 Hz, the actual noise source due to op amps is the
flick noise. In real measurement, this part of noise is reduced by averaging the sensing
circuit output 100 times at each delay step. The averaging operation is capable of
reducing the noise power by a factor of 100, or improving the SNR by 20 dB.
As can be observed from above analysis, because the sensing circuit processes the
fast dynamics of the nano-second-scale fluorescence decay into a series of DC signals,
the electronic noise contributed from the multi-stage circuit can be effectively reduced by
adding a simple R-C low pass filter at the output stage. This advantage is not available by
discrete-time circuits that dynamically sample the fast fluorescence decay, such as the
time-domain TCSPC instrument.
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2.4 Experimental results
2.4.1 Fluorimeter prototype overview

The time-domain solid-state fluorimeter discrete-component prototype was
designed and fabricated on two printed-circuit-boards (PCBs). Both sides of each board
are shown in Fig. 11. All circuits handling large swing digital signals, including the MCU
operating at 3.3 V, ring oscillator operating at 5 V, delay line circuits operating at 5 V,
inverters operating at 5 V, and the excitation circuit operating at 5V, were distributed on
a pulsing board on the left figures in Fig. 11. The sensing circuit that processes small
signal analog voltages, and the high-voltage bias generator used for the avalanche
photodiode, were placed on a sensing board on the right. The bottom plate of each board
is made ground plane to form the microstrip structure on the FR-4 material. To make the
fluorimeter portable, each board was designed with only an area of 62 mm × 115 mm.

Fig. 11 The fabricated printed circuit boards of the discrete-component fluorimter prototype[66]
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After solid-state components were manually soldered on each board, they were
assembled into a portable device, shown in Fig. 12. Board-to-board communication is
performed through a 5 cm ribbon cable. Black colored spacers were custom fabricated in
machine shop, and were placed between two boards at the edge to form an enclosed
measurement chamber. In the measurement, a 1.5 mL disposibal cuvette (FisherbrandTM
14-955-127) is plugged into the device to hold the liquid sample. An avalanche
photodiode (Hamamatsu S2382) is soldered on the sensing board and it attaches to the
surface of the cuvette. Right angle illumination is provided by a though-hole 405 nm
LED (Bivar Inc/UV5TZ-405-15) that is bent at 90o angle to illuminate the cuvette from
the side.

Fig. 12 The assembled discrete-components based fluorimeter prototype [66]

The MCU in the portable fluorimeter was programmed by a C code to enable an
embedded system. The system is a slave device controlled by a personal computer
through USB communication. In the personal computer, a user interface was created in
MATLAB. In the user interface, users can define parameters to specify a measurement.
In particular, the sequence of the delay values can be set to define the integration window
in each step; the repetition rate is used to measure one delay step multiple times; the
averaging number defines how many data is recorded for one delay step in one single
measurement; the initial amplitude set the peak sensing output at the beginning of the
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measurement, and the bias voltage of the APD is automatically adjusted by the MCU to
satisfy this requirement at the beginning of the measurement.
When the MATLAB user interface issues a measurement command to the slave
device, it sends measurement parameters to the MCU. Then the C code programmed in
the MCU is executed to controls the fluorimeter to perform the specified measurement.
The DC voltage output from the sensing circuit is digitized by a 10-bit ADC in the MCU
in each delay step. The data is first stored in the 128 k RAM. It is eventually transmitted
to the personal computer at the end of the measurement. Once the data is captured, the
MATLAB user interface fits the data to a single exponential function to find out the
lifetime of the chemicals under test.
2.4.2 Characterization result

Fig. 13 The measurement result of 5 μM/L ‘lucifer yellow’ dissolved in PBS[66]

The performance of the time-domain solid-state fluorimeter discrete-component
prototype was characterized by testing commercial fluorophores. The measurement result
on a 5 μM/L ‘lucifer yellow’ (MP Biomedicals/M3415) dissolved in PBS is plotted in Fig.
13. The raw data is fitted into a single-exponential curve with solid line. Fitting result for
the measurement is a 5.6 ns lifetime. This is sufficiently close to the reported 5.7 ns
found in literature[67].
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Then the 10 μM ‘fluorescein’ (Online science mall/CAD# 518-47-8) dissolved in
PBS was measured with a lifetime of 4.1 ns. The 0.2 μM Qdot 585 (Life
technologies/Qtracker 585) dissolved in PBS exhibited 18.8 ns lifetime. Both results
matches the lifetime standards reported in literatures (4 ns, and 19.5 ns±1.6 ns)[67], [68].
Fig. 14 is the normalized fluorescence decay data before and after the least square fit.

Fig. 14 The measurement results for 3 commercial fluorophores[66]

The detection limit of the fluorimeter was determined by measuring a group of
fluorescein PBS solutions under different concentrations. As shown in Fig. 15, the
average lifetime and the standard error deviate from the correct value as the concentration
becomes lower than 0.5 μM/L. This detection limit is a factor of 10 smaller than a
frequency-domain fluorimeter implemented in IC[69] developed in 2011.

Fig. 15 The detection limit measurement of the discrete-component fluorimeter prototype[66]
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2.4.3 Improvement on the detection limit

Fig. 16 The fabricated PCBs of the second version discrete-component fluorimeter

The prototype of the discrete-component fluorimeter was re-designed to improve its
detection limit performance, as shown in Fig. 16. Because a smaller detection limit
requires more sensitive sensing circuit optoelectronics front-end, in the second version, 2
avalanche photodiode were implemented on the board. The principle is to increase the
photo sensitive area of the sensor by 2, so that double amount of photons from the
fluorescence can be collected to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
The second change on the board is separating the excitation board from the board
mounted with the MCU and the delay circuit. By implementing two excitation boards
with smaller areas, they can be installed in the slots fabricated on the sensing board and
the controller board shown in Fig. 16. This enables direct soldering the through-hole
LEDs on the excitation boards without bending their package leads. The excitation and
sensing angle is 90º guaranteed by this method. The parasitic effect from the LED
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package is reduced for a faster response time. By implementing two excitation boards on
both sides of the cuvette, 2 LEDs excites the chemical sample placed with a greater area.
In this method total fluorescence can be doubled for the additional avalanche photodiode
to sense additional part of fluorescence that is unavailable in the prototype fluorimeter.
The third change is the removal of the ring oscillator circuit that was used to
produce clock signals for generating pulses. Clock signal produced by the inverter based
ring oscillator is subjected to temperature variation and supply noise. A simpler and more
effective way of implementing the clock is to use the MCU. The PIC32 MCU is equipped
with several serial peripheral interface (SPI) modules. When operating in framed mode,
the SCK port generates a continuous clock signal. The clock is pre-scaled from the output
of an internal PLL, which receives an 8 MHz reference clock from an external crystal
oscillator. Clock frequency of the SPI module can be programmed in software. Because
of the well behaved stability nature of a crystal oscillator, PLL output synchronized with
the reference exhibits improved low-jitter quality over the ring oscillator used in the
prototype fluorimeter.
The re-designed printed circuit boards with above modifications were assembled into
the device shown in Fig. 17. Two LEDs were put apart from each other to generate 2
separate excitation beams. Two avalanche photodiodes were soldered closely on the
sensing board. After stacking the controller board and the sensing board, two APDs sense
two separate excitation beam paths at a 90 º angle.
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Fig. 17 The assembled second version discrete-component fluorimeter

The portable fluorimeter was put inside an aluminum container to shield the device
from the external light and electromagnetic waves when making measurements. A
temperature controller was added into the system to stabilize the ambient temperature
inside the measurement chamber, as shown if Fig. 18. A voltage divider built by resistor
R1 and thermistor RT creates a temperature dependent voltage, V(T). It feeds into the
non-inverting input of the op amp U2, witch is built into an integrator with resistor R2 and
capacitor C. The difference between the reference voltage, Vref, and V(T) applies across
R2 to create the integration current. The output of U2 is amplified by an inverting
amplifier built by U3 and resistor R4~R5. If V(T) is larger than Vref, Vb is decreased, and
transistor M1 draws less current from the peltier to remove the heat from inside the
measurement chamber. As the temperature increases, the thermistor RT is decreased, so
as the V(T). The transistor M1 drives the peltier with a smaller current to maintain the
temperature in the chamber. In steady state, V(T) keeps track of Vref.
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Fig. 18 The proportional-integral temperature control circuit used to control the instrument temperature

The instrument setup was used to measure the lifetime of fluorescein dissolved in
PBS with concentration ranging from 65 nM/L to 50 μM/L. In each concentration,
measurement was repeated 5 times for calculation of the average value and the standard
deviation. The real lifetime of fluorescein based on the literature is 4 ns[70]. As can be
observed from Fig. 19, when the concentration was reduced to 0.25 μM, the measured
average lifetime became 3.6 ns. However it is only 10% below the 4 ns. As the
concentration was decreased down to 125 nM/L and 62.5 nM/L, the measurement results
were 2.1 ns and 1.8 ns, which are significantly incorrect compared to 4 ns. The
experiment suggests that the new detection limit of the second discrete-component
fluorimeter is 0.25 μM/L. It is a factor of 2 improvements over the detection limit of 0.5
μM/L observed from the first prototype.
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Fig. 19 The detection limit measurement result of the second version discrete component fluorimeter
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CHAPTER 3
ACTIVE PIXEL SENSOR CHARACTERIZATION UNDER TSMC 0.35 μm
HIGH VOLTAGE TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Motivation to characterize sensor on the targeting technology

Realizing the discrete-component fluorimeter in a CMOS integrated circuit is of
great attraction to increase sensor integration level, make the device more portable, and
reduce the average cost. There are several changes needs to be resolved to migrate the
discrete-component electronics to the integrated circuit. The first change is the type of
photo-detector. The discrete avalanche photodiode is used in the prototype device as
demonstrated in chapter 2. Such a device is not available in the standard CMOS
technology. Alternatively, a new type of sensor, called active pixel sensor fabricated in
CMOS technology, was extensively studied during the past 2 decades to enable digital
imaging[71]. In the CMOS time-domain fluorimeter IC developed in this project, the 3transistor (3-T) active pixel sensor (APS) was used as the elementary sensing element to
perform photon-to-voltage conversion. The pixel sensors are formed into an imager array
for 2-dimension imaging. Each sensor and its readout circuit are the migrated version of
the discrete-component fluorimeter, so that a number of fluorimeters can be multiplexed
and built on a monolithic IC.
A 3-T active pixel sensor differs from the avalanche photodiode in that there is no
photo-multiplication gain. A 3-T active pixel sensor also does not require high voltage
bias for proper operation. Because of the lack of documented resources to compare the
performance of the sensors available in the targeting technology to that of the avalanche
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photodiode used in discrete-component device, many performances of the 3-T APS
sensor, such as its linearity with light intensity, its sensitivity to light, and its respond
speed after reset need to be understood by building various sensors on the IC and testing
them carefully. The overall objective in this step is to select sensors with good sensitivity,
linearity, and fast respond speed. These sensors were eventually used to build the imager
array.
3.2 CMOS active pixel sensor in TSMC 0.35 μm high voltage technology

TSMC’s 0.35 μm double-poly-four-metal high voltage process was chosen
because it provides 7 different types of diodes. These simple silicon PN junctions can
serve as photodetectors, because incidental photons can interfere with the space charge
region of a reverse biased PN junction, so that the energy of the photon is received by
silicon and photo-current is generated in proportional to the amount of the received
energy. This section will not discuss sensor device physics in depth, because their
conversion mechanism from photon energy to electric current has been thoroughly
studied[72]. The purpose of the section is to report and analyze the testing result of each
concerned sensor built in a testing tape-out.
In the time-domain fluorimeter IC, the photodiode-based 3-T active pixel sensor
(APS) is used as the light detecting element, a pixel[73]–[75]. The schematic of a 3-T
APS is presented in Fig. 20. It consists of a PN junction based photodiode with a
grounded anode, a reset transistor M1, a source follower transistor M2, and a row-select
transistor M3. All transistors in this example are based on NMOS FET. During the reset
phase, M1 is turned on. The voltage across the diode is set to a fixed value, called reset
voltage Vrst, to reverse bias the PN junction. The voltage is actually applied across the
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junction capacitor, Ci, of the diode. After the falling edge of the reset pulse, the PN
junction is no longer reversed biased by the voltage source, and photons received by the
diode are converted into a current. It discharges the Ci when time goes by, so that the
light is converted into a voltage change. If M3 is turned on all the time, the voltage across
the photodiode is buffered to the output, Vout, through a source follower consisting of M2,
M3, and the current source shared by an entire column of pixels.

Fig. 20 The schematic of a CMOS 3-T active pixel sensor

One pixel sensor can be readily realized in a square-shaped layout in design. It is
can be further copied in column and row dimensions to create an array of sensor, called
an image sensor array. The array allows sensing spatially different light signals across a
certain area. By implementing lens in front of the imager array to focus the view, the IC
is able to record a 2-dimensional image.
There are four degrees of freedom in building an APS in the targeting technology.
These include the type of photodiode, the size of the active sensing area, the type of the
reset transistor, and the channel width of the reset transistor. Each parameter affects the
performance of an APS in different regimes. Different types of diodes are fabricated with
different doping profiles, so their linearity and sensitivity to light behaves differently.
The active sensing area of a diode determines how much photons can be received
by the sensor at a constant time interval. It also affects the junction capacitance, Ci,
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labeled in Fig. 20. The conversion efficiency from the received number of photons to the
voltage is different for different types of photodiode.
While transistor M2 and M3 are usually implemented by two minimum sized
NMOS FETs to save area, the reset transistor M1 is built by either a PMOS FET or an
NMOS FET. The advantage of using a PMOS FET is its capability of transmitting a good
logic “high”, so that the Vrst can be as large as the power supply to maximize the sensor’s
output swing as well as its sensitivity. The drawback of a PMOS FET is the more area
requirement compared to an NMOS FET, because it is fabricated in N-WELL in the
technology. The NMOS FET minimizes the area, but the actual reverse bias voltage
applied on the photodiode is one threshold voltage blow power supply, lowing the
sensor’s output swing and sensitivity. Another issue with the NMOS FET is that as the
source voltage is charged to one threshold voltage below the power supply, the transistor
is weakly inversed until the end of reset. The subthreshold current mismatch from pixel
to pixel create mismatch of actual reset voltage applied on their photodiode. This is
improved in PMOS FET, because the drain of the reset transistor in all pixels can be
charged to power supply, a constant voltage, during the reset.
Finally, the width of the reset transistor determines how good the reset voltage
across the diode can be maintained during the reset when light is not shielded from the
sensor. A good clamping performance of the reset voltage across the photodiode is
beneficial for a good electrical shutter. Intuitively, a wider reset transistor, due to smaller
turn-on resistance, can immediately supplement the lose of charges on capacitor Ci, due
to light illumination during reset. This is significantly important because the electric
shutter of the imager is used to reject the excitation light from the emission light during
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the measurement. The drawback of a wider reset transistor is it creates more parasitic
capacitance and makes Ci large.
The objective in this stage of research is to understand how each degree of
freedom in building a CMOS active pixel sensor in the targeting technology can affect its
performance. By recognizing the optimized sensor, it was chosen to serve as the
elementary pixel used in the final imager IC.
3.3 Sensor characterization method

A typical layout of a CMOS 3-T APS corresponding to Fig. 20 is depicted in Fig.
21. The PN junction is formed by doping N-type dopant in P-type substrate, so that the
anode is grounded and the cathode is the doped area. Reset transistor M1, source follower
input transistor M2, and the row selection transistor M3 are placed at the right hand side
compactly.

Fig. 21 A typical 3-T CMOS active pixel sensor layout

Among 7 types of diodes available in the targeting technology, 4 of them are PN
junctions fabricated in P-substrate, as shown in Fig. 22 (a), and 3 of them are fabricated
in N-WELL, Fig. 22(b). Diodes fabricated on P-substrate can be copied into an imager
array with higher integration level than diodes that are fabricated in N-well. This is
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because the first type of diodes shares the bulk silicon as the common well, while the
second type diodes are fabricated in separated n-wells that require more area for isolation.
Another advantage of the diode fabricated on bulk silicon is that its junction capacitor
only includes one capacitor, Ci, as shown in Fig. 22(a). But when the diode is fabricated
in n-well, two capacitors, Ci1 and Ci2, will be involved. The smaller junction capacitor per
unit active sensing area is favorable, because as the same amount of photo-current
discharges the junction capacitor, the voltage across the smaller capacitor changes faster,
presenting the higher sensitivity to light.

Fig. 22 The cross-sectional view of photodiode fabricated on p-type substrate (a) and on n-well (b)

For the above reason, diodes directly fabricated in p-substrate were chosen for
characterization. These include N+/PW diode, N+/PW_HV diode, NDD/PW_HV diode,
and NW/PW_HV diode. N+/PW diode is formed by simply doping N-type dopant into Ptype substrate. It is essentially formed in the same step when the drain and source of an
NMOS FET is formed. In N+/PW_HV diode, the thin oxide layer above the silicon,
originally used as gate oxide, before doping is thicker than that of N+/PW diode. The
thicker oxide layer can block some of the dopants from injecting into the silicon in ion
implantation process, so that the actual doping concentration is lower than the thinner
oxide layer case. The total width of the space charge region due to the lighter doping is
wider as opposed to heavily doping. This will increase the reverse bias break-down
voltage so that the photodiode can be biased at a higher voltage than low-voltage device
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to increase the sensitivity and output swing. NDD/PW_HV stands for N-type deepdiffused-drain (NDDD) high-voltage diode. The metallic junction of such type of diode is
deeper than above two diodes. This allows a even higher break-down voltage. Finally, in
NW/PW_HV diode, the cathode of the PN junction is n-well. It is deeper than common
source and drain diffusion, and the doping concentration is lighter. All these property
further improve the sensitivity of the photodiode.
For each type of APS, the size of the pixel sensor layout was varied from 2 μm ×
2 μm to 80 μm × 80 μm. The reset transistor was chosen either an NMOS FET or a
PMOS FET with channel width chosen from 0.35 μm to 68 μm. A total of 104 pixels
were implemented in a testing array shown in Fig. 23. The row decoders and column
buffers are placed on the left and at the bottom. The entire pixel array was fabricated on a
2 mm × 2 mm silicon-chip fabricated in TSMC.

Fig. 23 The layout of the 3-T CMOS APS testing array
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After the chip was fabricated along with 3 other chips on a 2.5 mm × 10 mm bulk
silicon die, it was diced and wire bonded to a 1 cm × 1 cm 64-pin FPN open cavity
package. Two PCBs were designed to test all pixels. The block diagram of the testing
circuit is shown in Fig. 24 (a). In the testing instrument, a programmable current source
consisting of a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC), an op-amp, an NMOS FET M1,
and a resistor Rs is controlled by a MCU to generate a current that drives an LED. The
light intensity emitted from the LED can be digitally controlled. At each intensity level,
the light is converted into a voltage by the selected pixel in the testing array of the chip.
The analog outputs from the pixel array column buffers are then digitized by the 10-bit
ADC in PIC32 MCU and transmitted to the personal computer for analysis.

Fig. 24 The schematic of the CMOS 3-T APS array testing board (a) and board connection (b)

Fig. 24 (b) shows the connection of the testing instrument. Two boards are
stacked with spacers. A diffuser lens (THORLABS DG10-220-MD) was placed between
the LED and the imager chip to spread out the light received by the pixels. The designed
optic smoothes out the light intensity difference over the pixel array, so that each sensor
receives the same amount of light at a given time. A ribbon cable transmits the digital
control signal from the MCU to the DAC, and delivers the power. In measurement, the
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testing instrument communicates with a PC through a serial port controlled by a
MATLAB script.
A single measurement is performed by first generating a constant biasing current
to drive the LED. Under such intensity, the ADC in MCU digitizes the output of the
selected sensor twice. The first sample occurs at the falling edge of the reset pulse (for
NMOS reset pixel) to capture the reset voltage; the second sample is at end of the
exposure window. The total amount of photons received by the pixel is eventually
represented by the difference between two samples. The exposure time can be controlled
by a software re-configurable timer inside the MCU. Fig. 25 presents PCBs used in the
measurement.

Fig. 25 The assembled CMOS 3-T APS array testing boards

3.4 Experimental results

All pixels in the sensor characterization tape-out have been tested by the custom
instrument. The measurement detail, data analysis, and discussion on each performance
corner are presented in this section.
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3.4.1 LED light power characterization

In testing the linearity of a pixel sensor with different LED illumination, the pixel
output is measured while varying the driving current, or the power, of a 635 nm LED.
The relation between LED’s current and its light power was characterized by a laser
power meter. The result is shown in Fig. 26. In the subsequent data analysis, the fitted
curve is used to map the bias current into the light power. This characterization was
necessary because the measurement electronics indirectly set the LED light power by
setting its current.

Fig. 26 The characterization curve of LED light power vs. LED current.

3.4.2 Sensitivity and linearity of the CMOS 3-T APS with PMOS FET reset

Sensitivity of a pixel sensor measures how much voltage change is created by the
sensor when receiving a constant amount of photons. It is desirable to have the sensitivity
as high as possible to detect the weak fluorescence from the chemicals. To characterize
the sensitivity, the photon-energy transfer curve shown in Fig. 27 was plotted for each
pixel sensor. In this example, the selected APS is reset then gated on to sense the constant
light from the LED. The output of the sensor is first read immediately after the reset, and
then it is read again at the end of the exposure window, lasting 140 μs. During this
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period, photons received by the photodiode are converted into electrons to discharge the
junction capacitor of the diode, so that the voltage at the sensor’s output is decreased by a
value proportional to the amount of received photons in that period. In the measurement,
the light power from the 635 nm LED increases by 16 μW between steps. The total
photon energy from the LED thus increases 2.2 nJ/step (16 μW/step × 140 μs). After 44
measurements, the APS output was plotted across the total photon energy from the LED.
A least square fit was then performed to extract the slope of the curve. Notice the fact that
light is evenly distributed on the surface of the pixel array, so the actual photon energy
received by any single APS within the exposure window was a constant fraction of the
total amount. For this reason, the slope of the curve is not the absolute measure of a
sensor’s linearity to the received amount of photons. But by comparing the slope for
different types of sensors their relative sensitivity can be realized.

Fig. 27 The response of the 80 μm × 80 μm NDD/PW_HV PMOS FET-reset 3-T APS to light energy

The accurate measurement of the fluorescence decay profile requires the response
of an APS to light to be linear. Intuitively, it requires the total amount of photons from
the fluorescence to be converted into electrons with restrict linear relation. The total non43

linearity error is used to characterize the linearity of the APS[76]. In Fig. 27, the
nonlinearity percentage error at each measurement point is calculated by
erri 

Fi  Ri
100% (i  1, 2,..., 44)
max( F )  min( F )

Eqn. 14

where Fi is the fitting result at ith point and Ri is the measured value at this point. Then
the total non-linear error is calculated by taking the peak-to-peak value of err. A smaller
value of err represents a better linear response of an APS to light.
The sensitivity (Gain) and the nonlinearity of NDD/PW_HV PMOS-reset APSs
were characterized by first testing 80 μm × 80 μm sensor with 0.35 μm, 5 μm, 25 μm, and
68 μm-wide PMOS-reset transistors (Fig. 28 (a) and (b)). The increased channel width
creates more parasitic capacitance at the cathode of the photodiode. The sensitivity of the
APS decreases with the increased size of reset transistor, because it takes more charges to
change the voltage. There is no significant non-linearity variation observed by increasing
the PMOS FET reset transistor’s channel width.

Fig. 28 The sensitivity (Gain) and the total non-linearity of NDD/PW_HV PMOS FET reset APSs.
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To quantitatively analyze the parasitic capacitor’s effect on sensitivity and nonlinearity, all parasitic capacitors at the cathode of the APS are plotted in Fig. 29 (a). They
include the PN junction capacitor of the photodiode, Cd, the drain to body capacitor of
M1, Cdb1, the gate to drain capacitor, Cgd1, and Cgd2, for M1 and M2, and the gate to body
capacitor of M2, Cgb2. The parasitic capacitors associated with transistor M2 are negligible
when M1 is chosen many times wider than M2. In Fig. 29 (b), three dominant capacitors
are presented at the cathode of the photodiode. Cd and Cgd1 are non-linear PN junction
capacitors. Cd is grounded, and Cgd1 is connected to N-Well, which is further biased to
power supply, 3.3 V. Cgd1 is the voltage-independent overlapping capacitor formed
because of the diffusion of drain area underneath the gate.

Fig. 29 The parasitic capacitors at the cathode of photodiode (a), and the dominant capacitors used to
quantitatively analyze the sensitivity and the nonlinearity of the APS (b).

Voltage Va is first reset to power supply, 3.3 V, during reset; then it starts to fall
because the photodiode pulls electric charges from this node to ground when light is
detected. The total number of reduced charges at the cathode of the photodiode satisfies
Q  

3.3

3.3V

Cd (Va )dVa  

3.3

3.3V

Cdb1 (3.3  Va )dVa  

3.3

3.3V

Cgd 1dVa

Eqn. 15

where V is the voltage change at Va. The equations for Cd(Va), and Vgd1(3.3-Va) are
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Va 21
Cd (Va )  Cd 0 (1  )
Vbi

3.3  Va 21
Cdb (3.3  Va )  WCdb 0 (1 
)
Vbi

Eqn. 16

Eqn. 17

where Cd0 and Cgd0 are the PN junction capacitors with zero bias voltage; W is the
channel width of the reset transistor; and Vbi is the built in potential of the PN junction.
Substituting Eqn. 16 and Eqn. 17 into Eqn. 15, the total amount of reduced charges equal
to
Q  2Vbi Cd 0 [(1 

3.3 12
3.3  V 12
V 12
)  (1 
) ]  2WVbi Cdb 0 [(1 
)  1]  WCgd 0 V Eqn. 18
Vbi
Vbi
Vbi

Because the change of electric charges is proportional to the energy of light emitted from
the LED, Eqn. 18 also satisfies
Q   E

Eqn. 19

where  is a constant, representing the efficient from light energy to the number of
charges generated by the photodiode.

Fig. 30 The photon-energy transfer curve plotted according to analytical expression with different sizes of
the reset transistors
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Equating Eqn. 18 and Eqn. 19, and varies V from 0 to 3.3 V, a group of transfer
curves can be plotted for different channel widths, W, as shown in Fig. 30. In plotting this
figure, the values for Cd0, Cdb0, and Cgd0 are 3.25 pF, 1.9 fF/μm, and 0.24 fF/μm measured
in the post-layout simulation; the value for Vbi was chosen 0.6 V. Fig. 30 confirms that a
larger reset transistor reduces the sensitivity of an APS, because it takes increased amount
of light energy to change the voltage across the photodiode by a complete power supply
voltage, 3.3 V.
In the next step, the channel width of the PMOS FET reset transistor was fixed at
5 μm but the area of the photodiode was increased from 5 μm × 5 μm to 80 μm × 80 μm,
as shown in Fig. 28 (c) and (d). Despite its compactness, the sensitivity of the smallest
sensor is a factor of ~2 lower than the largest sensor. The linearity of the sensor is
improved as the size of the photodiode increases. The above observation indicates that
using a large photodiode to build the active pixel sensor would improve its performance
both in sensitivity and the linearity. But the large pixel size will limit the number of
pixels in a given silicon area. So there is a tradeoff between a CMOS imager’s spatial
resolution and its imaging quality. The main reason for reduced image quality when using
as smaller as possible pixel sensor is the reduction of incident photons[77].
The above measurement protocol was carried out for all other PMOS FET reset
APSs. Results are presented in Fig. 31 for N+/PW_HV APSs, in Fig. 32 for N+/PW
APSs, and in Fig. 33 for NW/PW_HV APSs. The similar sensitivity and linearity
dynamics with the reset transistor’s channel width and the photodiode’s size can be
observed for N+/PW_HV and N+/PW APSs.
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Fig. 31 The sensitivity (Gain) and the total non-linearity measurement results for N+/PW_HV PMOS FET
reset APSs.

Fig. 32 The sensitivity (Gain) and the total non-linearity measurement results for N+/PW PMOS FET reset
APSs.

It is observed that the gain of NW/PW_HV APSs is not monotonic with respect to
reset transistor’s channel width, as well as diode size seen in other types of APSs. One
explanation is that the depth of the n-well was not precisely controlled in the targeting
technology as opposed to other type of doping. The variation of n-wells’ depth
determines that the PN junction depth varies from on APS to another. No issue is induced
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for operating a normal PMOS FET used in circuits, because n-well is deep enough for
drain and source doping, and the channel resides close to the surface of the n-well.
However, modulated junction depths for NW/PW_HV APSs among the testing array
result in different quantum efficiency, the number of electrons-hole pairs generated by
one incidental photon. This is because a deeper PN junction requires photons to travel
longer to reach the space charge region, the area the photon energy is absorbed and
electron-hole pairs are generated.

Fig. 33 The sensitivity (Gain) and total non-linearity measurement results for NW/PW_HV PMOS FET
reset APSs.

The photon-energy transfer curves for all four types of APS with 80 μm × 80 μm
photodiodes were plotted in Fig. 34 for comparison. NW/PW_HV APSs present the
highest photo-electric sensitivity. N+/PW APSs weakly respond to light. The sensitivity
of N+/PW_HV and NDD/PW_HV APSs stays in the middle.
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Fig. 34 The linear response to light energy for four types of APS with 80 μm × 80 μm photodiode

3.4.3 Sensitivity and linearity of the CMOS 3-T APS with NMOS FET reset

The NMOS FET reset-type APSs were also tested following the same procedure.
Fig. 35 is the measurement result for the 80 μm × 80 μm NDD/PW_HV APS with 5 μmwide NMOS FET reset transistor. Its linearity is close to PMOS FET reset APSs, but the
output swing is reduced by ~ 40%, due to the threshold voltage loss of an NMOS switch.

Fig. 35 The sensitivity (Gain) and nonlinearity measurement result of the 80μm × 80 μm NDD/PW_HV
APS with 5 μm wide NMOS FET reset transistor.

In the next measurement, the width of the NMOS reset transistor was increased
from 0.35 μm to 68 μm and the diode size was fixed at 80 μm × 80 μm. The sensitivity
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and nonlinearity of NDD/PW_HV photodiode with NMOS FET reset transistors are
plotted in Fig. 36 with solid lines. Testing results for the same type of photodiodes with
PMOS FET reset transistors are also plotted in dashed lines for comparison. One
observation is that NMOS FET reset APSs provide higher linearity than the counterpart.
This is because the drain to substrate parasitic capacitance in an NMOS transistor is more
linear than that of a PMOS transistor. No significant differences were observed in
comparing the sensitivity between the two types of APSs.

Fig. 36 The comparison of sensitivity (Gain) and nonlinearity of NMOS FET and PMOS FET reset APSs
with 80 μm × 80 μm diode and different reset transistor channel widths

3.4.4 Reset speed

The proposed fluorimeter rejects the excitation light from the emission light in
time domain to eliminate the requirement of filters. However, non-ideal effects in
electronics require the reset speed of an APS to be fast enough. This section discusses the
characterization of reset speed for different types of sensors.
The APS is gated off electrically by turning on the reset transistor. This creates a
conducting path from the reset power supply to the cathode of the photodiode. But during
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the reset, because the APS is not optically shuttered from the excitation light, electrons
and holes are still generated inside the PN junction, producing photo-current that flows
through the channel resistance of the reset transistor and creating voltage drop. So the
effective reset voltage applied across the photodiode is an offset below the reset voltage.
Because the offset is dependent on the intensity of light, this voltage drop is an error
voltage created in reset phase. It takes time to eliminate the error voltage after the
excitation light is removed, after which the normal light sensing can be started. The time
spent during this period corresponds to the minimum delay between the end of excitation
and the end of reset. It has to be as small as possible, because once the excitation is
ended, the fluorescence starts to decay. A large delay between the start of exponential
decay and the start of photon-integration (the end of reset) will lead to a dramatically
attenuated fluorescence signal at the beginning of integration.

Fig. 37 The equivalent circuit models of the APS during and after the excitation light interference in reset
phase

The equivalent circuit models for an APS during and after the excitation pulse
interference in reset phase are depicted in Fig. 37. It is assumed that the photo-current
generated in the APS is constant during the excitation. The time-varying voltage across
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the diode, uc, in both cases can be calculated by solving the non-homogeneous first-order
linear differential equation
duc
1
1 V

u c  ( rst  I ph )
dt RonCd
C Ron

Eqn. 20

modeling the excitation interference period and
duc
V
1

u c  rst
dt Ron Cd
RonCd

Eqn. 21

describing the behavior after the excitation. In equations, Ron is the channel resistance of
the reset transistor, Cd is the diode capacitance, Vrst is the reset voltage, and Iph is the
photocurrent proportional to the constant excitation light. All these numbers are timeinvariant in the analysis.
Calculation results for Eqn. 20 and Eqn. 21 are
uc (t )  Ron I ph (e

t
Ron Cd

 1)  Vrst (0  t  Text )

Eqn. 22

and
uc (t  Trst )   Ron I ph e

 ( t Text )
Ron Cd

 Vrst ( t  Text  RonCd )

Eqn. 23

where Text is the duration of the excitation pulse. From Eqn. 22 it is first concluded that
the type of reset transistor and diode determine the time constant, RonC, for an APS to
recover to fully-reset state after an interference made by the excitation. The second
conclusion is that high sensitivity APSs tend to reset slower. For example, a very
sensitive APS responds to the weak light stronger than a less sensitive APS, because of
the larger Iph. But this also increases the coefficient of the exponential term in Eqn. 22,
RonIph, so the APS takes longer to move to Vrst with, say, 0.1 % error. The last conclusion
is that PMOS-FET-reset based APS is faster than NMOS counterpart, because a PMOS
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FET operates in triode region during excitation light interference moment, making Ron
relatively small, while an NMOS transistor stays in the vicinity of the cut-off region,
presenting a significantly large channel resistance.
Characterizing the reset speed of different APSs was performed in two stages. In
the first coarse measurement stage, the excitation pulse and the reset pulse are configured
as shown in Fig. 38. In (a), a 2 μs-wide excitation light pulse generates electrons and
holes in the PN junction during reset as an interference. For NMOS-FET-reset APS the
falling edge of the reset pulse is delayed from that of the excitation pulse by only 2 ns.
This small time interval prevents all excess carriers from being driven out of the space
charge region to fully recover the reset state. When the 2 ns time interval is smaller than,
say, 7 times of an APS’s time constant, a small number of residual carriers remain in the
PN junction capacitor, and they create an offset error. That offset error is measured by
subtracting the actual reset voltage across the photodiode from the ideal value. To
measure the ideal reset voltage, as shown in Fig. 38 (a), the falling edge of the reset pulse
is delayed from that of the excitation pulse by ~2 ns, which allows all excess carriers to
vanish before the end of the reset. The difference between the actual reset voltage and the
ideal value is denoted as V , as shown in Fig. 38 (b). The criteria for a faster APS
corresponds to a smaller V .

Fig. 38 The coarse measurement on the reset speed of the APS
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The coarse measurement results for 80 μm × 80 μm APS with all types of reset
transistors are depicted in Fig. 39. First, PMOS-FET-reset APSs are significantly faster
than NMOS counterpart, because the observed error voltages, V , are smaller. Second,
NW/PW_HV APSs exhibit highest sensitivity to weak light according to Fig. 34, but it
also creates more excess carriers during excitation interference, leading to more reset
offset error. This error can be reduced as the reset transistor becomes wider, but it is still
non-zero for the widest possible channel width, 69 μm. Third, no reset offset error was
observed on NDD/PW_HV, N+/PW_HV, and N+/PW APSs with PMOS-FET reset,
indicating that 2 ns recovery window is sufficient for these sensors to remove the effect
due to the excitation interference.

Fig. 39 The coarse reset speed measurement results for various types of APSs

The coarse measurement states that NMOS-FET-reset APSs are not suitable for
measuring the fast decay of fluorescence if the recovery window is limited under 2 ns.
N+/PW diode based sensor very weakly respond to light so it is also not suitable to
measure fluorescence. Further verification on the speed is needed for PMOS-reset-FET
APSs that creates no reset offset error in coarse method. A testing circuit shown in Fig.
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40 (a) more precisely characterizes it by measuring the falling edge of the excitation light
pulse the same as measuring the fluorescence decay. As shown in Fig. 40 (b), initially the
delay of the excitation pulse from the reset pulse was set so that the entire pulse is
integrated by the sensor (shaded area). Then the delay between two pulses was reduced to
have the excitation pulse partially integrated in several steps. Under each delay step, the
out put of the sensor is subtracted from a reference voltage, Vref, and amplified by a
factor of

Rf
Rs

, 120, according to

Vsense 

Rf
Rs

(V pix  Vref )

Eqn. 24

A sampling and hold circuit updates the sensed voltage at end of each excitation cycle. It
is further low-pass filtered, and digitized by the 10-bit ADC in the MCU.

Fig. 40 The fine measurement on the reset speed of the APS
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The falling edge of the excitation light pulse was first measured by using an
avalanche photodiode (Hamamatsu, S2382). Its cathode was biased at ~130 V through a
DC/DC converter (EMCO G05), and its anode is connected to a Tektronix MSO4104 5
GS/s oscilloscope with 50 Ω input resistor. Such a connection allows the time-resolved
excitation light pulse to be linearly converted into a time varying photocurrent through
the avalanche photodiode. Then that current creates a voltage drop across the input
resistor of the oscilloscope. So the waveform displayed on the oscilloscope directly
represents excitation light over time. As shown in Fig. 41, the FWHM of the light pulse
was 38 ns and it took 4 ns to fall down from 90% to 10%.

Fig. 41 The excitation light pulse measured by an avalanche photodiode (Hamamatsu, S2382) and a 5GS/s
Oscilloscope

The same light pulse was measured by the 3-T CMOS APSs. The 80 μm × 80 μm
NDD/PW_HV APS with 0.35 μm-wide PMOS-FET-reset was tested first, and the result
is shown in Fig. 42. Figure on the left is the raw output data from the instrument. Because
it is the integration of the light signal, data was numerically differentiated to visualize the
original pulse shape as shown in Fig. 42 (b). The falling edge measures 10 ns and its
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FWHM pulse width is 40 ns. A longer falling edge decay than measured by the avalanche
photodiode indicates this type of sensor still suffers from reset offset error.

Fig. 42 The fine measurement result of the 80 μm × 80 μm NDD/PW_HV APS with 0.35 μm-wide PMOSFET-reset

With the same type of photodiode, the width of the reset transistor was increased
from 0.35 μm to 68 μm to visualize its effect on reset speed. As shown if Fig. 43, a wider
reset transistor improves the reset speed so that the falling edge of the signal now
matches with the avalanched photodiode measurement result.

Fig. 43 The fine measurement result on 80 μm × 80 μm NDD/PW_HV APS with 68 μm PMOS-FET-reset
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The same measurement was performed on 80 μm × 80 μm N+/PW_HV APS with
0.35 μm and 68 μm PMOS-FET-reset. Fig. 44 (b) shows that with a small reset transistor
the speed of the APS is strongly limited. But in Fig. 45 (b), the measured falling edge
becomes accurate enough when using a 68 μm-wide PMOS reset transistor.

Fig. 44 The fine measurement result on the 80 μm × 80 μm N+/PW_HV APS with 0.35 μm PMOS reset
transistor

Fig. 45 The fine measurement result for 80 μm × 80 μm N+/PW_HV type APS with 68 μm PMOS reset
transistor
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3.4.5 Summary

In this section the 3-T CMOS APSs under TSMC 0.35 μm high-voltage
technology was characterized. NW/PW_HV diode based APS exhibits strong
photoelectric conversion gain (sensitivity), but the reset performance is unsatisfactory
slow even with the widest PMOS reset transistor. N+/PW based APSs suffer from the
weak sensitivity, even though its reset speed is fast. The linearity and sensitivity of
NDD/PW_HV and N+/PW_HV diode based APSs are comparably high, with
NDD/PW_HV slightly higher. Their reset speed measurements demonstrated that both
are able to accurately measure the 4 ns falling edge of an excitation light pulse. Large
active sensing area can provide the higher sensitivity to light, because the number of
photons received by the sensor increases as the increase receiving area. Linearity can be
also improved with a larger sized sensor, because the PN junction of the diode dominates.
PMOS-FET-reset based sensor can provide a larger signal swing than NMOS reset
transistors. It also provides a faster reset speed because of a smaller turn-on channel
resistance from the reset power line to the cathode of the photodiode. Based on above
knowledge, NDD/PW_HV diode based APS was chosen as the elementary sensor used in
the final IC. The size was chosen to be 20 μm ×20 μm, because it is the reasonably small
achievable width of the column-parallel signal conditioning circuit to be described in part
of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
MIXED-SIGNAL BUILDING BLOCKS OF CMOS TIME-DOMAIN
FLUORIMETER IC
4.1 Design consideration

Signal conditioning building blocks in discrete-component fluorimeter were reimplemented in integrated circuit in this chapter. However, the direct duplication of all
existing discrete-component circuit schematics into IC design would be inappropriate.
First, an active pixel sensor realized in CMOS IC is not as sensitive to light as an
avalanche photodiode realized as a discrete component, because of the lack of avalanche
multiplication effect. This leads to lower signal amplitude at the sensor output for the
same amount of fluorescence, so additional amplification is required after the front-end
sensor. Using a continuous-time resistive-feedback amplifier as in the discrete-time
circuit would be challenging, because a large resistor ratio (>1, 000) is needed. Such
topology consumes dynamic power in all columns, making it less attractive for a large
sensor array. Second, the sensor output in discrete-time component circuit is converted
into a DC voltage through an RC low-pass filter for averaging. It was built by a 1 MΩ
resistor and a 4.44 pF parasitic capacitor of the op amp IC. Implementing such circuit in
each column of sensor array may require considerable area for both the resistor and the
capacitor. Third, the variable capacitor used in pulse generator in the discrete-component
circuit is difficult to implement in IC.
An effective solution to solve the first two problems is to implement discrete-time
circuits with sampling behavior. In particular, the RC low-pass filter can be replaced by a
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sampling and hold circuit, so that the sensor output is only used a DC signal at particular
moments during a clock cycle. A switched-capacitor amplifier would support both the
sampling function and amplification function. It consumes no static power because the
feedback is capacitive. The high gain requirement can be realized by dividing the gain
into two stages.
Not being able to implement variable capacitor is solved by implementing a
variable resistor in IC. This can be realized by designing a trans-conductance amplifier
that is connected with a negative feedback. The input resistance of the module is the
inverse of the trans-conductance, and can be adjusted by biasing current.
4.2 System architecture of the Imager IC

Fig. 46 The system architecture of the proposed monolithic fluorimeter IC

The imager IC integrates 2, 048 NDD/PW-HV based CMOS image sensors, 32channel column-parallel readout circuitry, and digital controller in a single chip, as shown
in Fig. 46. A row of pixels are enabled by a row decoder with the serial peripheral
interface (SPI). Once selected, the outputs from these pixels are connected to
corresponding column current sources that complete the voltage followers built inside
each selected pixel. Those buffered voltages then feed into 32-channel switch-capacitor
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amplifiers in parallel for amplification. The outputs are digitized by 32-channel ADCs at
the end of each measurement cycle. In the end the binary data is transmitted off the chip
through the I/O interface.
To control the delay step required in the fluorescence decay measurement,
controller logics are divided into a gating controller and a timing controller. Both
controllers are time-gated and remain idle to save power when the reset signal,
Global_reset, is held high. As the reset is pulled low, the reset pulse and the excitation
pulse are generated from the gating controller to create a specific integration window.
Then the timing controller is synchronized by the reset pulse to produce timing signals
required by amplifiers, ADCs, and the I/O. Both the gating controller and the timing
controller contain internal registers that can be re-configured before each measurement.
These registers define the delay between reset and excitation pulse, as well as the period
of some timing signals.
Because the excitation circuit is a high speed LED driver that delivers high power
in a short period, this circuit block was implemented off the chip. The imager IC
generates the excitation signal synchronized with the rest of the timing signal to drive the
off-chip LED driver. The system block diagram including the fluorimeter IC, the off-chip
LED driver, and the chemical sample is presented in Fig. 47. Once the chemical sample is
excited by the excitation light in horizontal direction, the emission light is collected by
the imager IC orthogonally. In the actual measurement, the emission light is received by
all enabled pixels and the succeeding column-parallel signal conditioning circuits read
out the signals. Here the timing controller shown in Fig. 47 is further divided into a toplevel controller, main controller, and a lower-level controller, ADC controller. Once re-
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configured in software, the main controller only triggers the ADC controller in a certain
points in each cycle to perform two conversions. The first conversion starts right after the
reset pulse to record the actual reset level of the pixel; the second conversion read the
output of the sensor at the end of the integration window. Upon the completion of both
data conversion, the ADC controller send a handshake signal, called ADC_Idle, to the
main controller for recognition purpose. Timing signals can be kept generating from the
top level for other measurement cycles.

Fig. 47 The block diagram of a complete imager system for one selected pixel

4.3 Individual functional block design and verification

The chip was implemented with a 32×64 pixel array. It was filled with the 20
μm×20 μm NDD/PW_HV diode based APSs with 5-μm PMOS-FET-reset.
Correspondingly, 32-channel column-parallel amplifiers and ADCs were implemented to
fit the pitch size of the sensor array, 25 μm. All functional blocks were built
hierarchically throughout the entire design phase. Circuits from each level were designed
starting from the schematic entry, pre-layout simulation, custom layout, and end up with
post-layout verification before chip-level integration.
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4.3.1 Gating controller

The gating controller produces excitation pulse and reset pulse to define various
integration windows. As shown in Fig. 48, an off-chip system master clock feeds into the
chip. Its frequency is divided down by a 16-bit pre-scalar to generate the clock signal for
generating pulses. The 50% duty cycle clock is converted to two short pulse by a tunable
dual-channel pulse generator. One pulse is used for excitation, Excitation0, and another
one is used for reset, Reset0. The final pulse signals are delayed version of the un-delayed
pulses via two delay line circuits. The input of the dual-channel pulse generator can be
multiplexed to an external clock for debugging purpose. Internal signals are buffered to
pads for monitoring.

Fig. 48 The block diagram of the gating controller

4.3.1.1 16-bit pre-scalar design and the measurement
The 16-bit pre-scalar circuit consists of a 16-bit ripple counter and re-configurable
selection logic, as shown in Fig. 49. The ripple counter utilizes the transmission-gate Dflip-flop to build 16 stages of cascaded frequency dividers. The global reset signal is
common to all D-flip-flops to asynchronously gate off the counter in idle mode. With a
system master clock as the input, the counter provide 16 clock frequencies with a
dividing ratio of 1:2x (x=1,2,…,16).
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A 16-1 multiplexer logic receives all the derived clocks and outputs the selected
clock based on the address sent to register during programming. A switch in the switch
bank is closed for a particular address to connect one of the derived clocks to the output.

Fig. 49 The RTL block diagram of the 16-bit pre-scalar

All functional blocks were designed in transistor level, and was implemented in a
295 μm× 125 μm layout. After the chip was fabricated, this functional block was
measured by a custom test instrument and a Tektronix MSO 4104 mixed-signal
oscilloscope. A 10 MHz system master clock was provided into the circuit and the output
frequency was measured by the oscilloscope while increasing the pre-scale ratio. Table. 2
presents the measurement data under each configuration. Besides the correct frequency
observed from the oscilloscope, this result confirmed the correct operation of the serial
programming data link. It was essential in measuring more complicated on-chip
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programmable logics, as well as debugging the most complicated operation of I/O
interface.
Table. 2 16-bit pre-scalar circuit post-simulation data and the post-silicon measurement data

Frequency ratio
1:2
1:4
1:8
1:16
1:32
1:64
1:128
1:256
1:512
1:1024
1:2048
1:4096
1:8192
1:16384
1:32768
1:65536

fmeas (pre-layout/post-layout)
5.000 MHz
2.500 MHz
1.250 MHz
625.0 kHz
312.5 kHz
156.3 kHz
78.13 kHz
39.06 kHz
19.53 kHz
9.766 kHz
4.883 kHz
2.441 kHz
1.221 kHz
610.4 Hz
305.2 Hz
152.6 Hz

4.3.1.2 Dual-channel pulse generator design and measurement
In the discrete-component fluorimeter, short pulse for excitation or reset is created
by sending a 50% duty cycle clock to a high-pass filter, and sharpening the edges of the
filter’s output by inverters. Similarly, the on-chip single channel pulse generator in the
fluorimeter IC is built by a high-pass filter with a fixed input capacitor, Ci, and a variable
resistor, Ri, as shown in Fig. 50. A trans-conductance amplifier is connected with a
feedback loop. When applying a small signal voltage, V , at its inverting input, the
current in the feedback path, I ,equals to g m V , so the equivalent resistors looking into
the inverting input of the trans-conductor is

1
. The value of the resistor can be adjusted
gm

by tuning the bias current of the trans-conductor. After the filter stage, transistor M1 and
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M2 limit the voltage at node A between -0.3 V and 3.6 V. Two inverters sharpen the
edges of the pulse before it is used to drive succeeding stages. The design implemented a
1.04 pF input capacitor in one channel to create the excitation pulse, and used a 1.57 pF
input capacitor in the second channel to create the reset pulse. This is because the
excitation pulse width should be smaller than the reset pulse. An additional inverter was
added in the reset pulse channel to create a negative pulse required by the PMOS-FETreset APS. The entire dual-channel pulse generator occupies an area of 410 μm×245 μm.

Fig. 50 The schematic of pulse generator

Fig. 51 The schematic of the trans-conductance amplifier used in the pulse generator

Fig. 51 shows the schematic and aspect ratio of transistors in the transconductance amplifier. By connecting its output to the inverting input to form the
negative feedback loop, the circuit provides a draining or sourcing path for the input
capacitor, Ci, to discharge after the transition edge of the input clock. Because the step
size at the input is the power supply, Vdd, being a large signal makes the actual resistance
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seen by the input capacitor, Ci, undergo a large signal resistance and a small signal
resistance over time. For example, at the rising edge of the input clock, the voltage at the
inverting input of the circuit experiences the same step response, if the parasitic capacitor
can be neglected. Transistor M1 is fully turned off, allowing all tail current, 2Icon, to flow
through transistor M2. This current is mirrored to the left by the current mirror consisting
of M3 and M4. So the maximum current that discharges capacitor Ci will be limited by the
total tail current. It indicates that at the initial phase after the input clock edge, the
equivalent resistance seen by the input capacitor is

Ra 

Vdd
2 I con

Eqn. 25

As the drain and gate voltage of transistor M1 decreases, it is eventually turned on and
stays in saturation region, allowing part of the tail current been steered to the left arm.
The input resistance seem by the capacitor Ci in this phase equals to

Rb 

1
gm

Eqn. 26

Both the large signal resistance and the small signal resistance can be tuned by the bias
current of the trans-conductance amplifier. The exact relation between pulse width and
the bias current was tested in circuit simulation to satisfy sufficient tuning range for both
pulses. It was further measured on the IC by plotting the pulse width across different bias
currents.
In the real measurement on silicon, the tuning range of the pulse generator was
tested by setting the Vref of the trans-conductor at 1.25 V, 1.3 V, and 1.4 V, and sweeping
Ibias in each case from 1 μA to 40 μA. Post-layout simulation results are plotted as the
comparison, as shown in Fig. 52, Fig. 53, and Fig. 54. For very small Ibias, pulses were
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not observed in the measurement because the circuit can not provide sufficient
discharging current for the input capacitor. The tuning range reached the maximum as
Vref became 1.4 V. Under such condition, the pulse width for the excitation pulse can be
varied from 50 ns to 220 ns, and the pulse width for the reset pulse varies between 100 ns
and 400 ns.

Fig. 52 The tuning range of the excitation and reset pulse when Vref was 1.25 V

Fig. 53 The tuning range of the excitation and reset pulse when Vref was 1.3 V
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Fig. 54 The tuning range of the excitation and reset pulse when Vref was 1.4 V

4.3.1.3 Delay line design and measurement
The circuit used to delay a pulse is called delay line. This design adopted a delay
line structure that connects many unity-delay circuits in serial. A multiplexer is used to
select a tap along the line[78]. As shown in Fig. 55, the input pulse propagates through
2N+1 unity-delay circuits to generate N pulses with incremental delays on both rising end
falling edges. An arbitrary pulse signal along the line can be selected by the multiplexer
by providing an N bit address. The actual delay between input and output can be
expressed as

TD( Din ) 

Din ,dec 1


i 1

t pd (i )  tMUX ( Din )

where:

TD -- the total delay for binary address Din .

Din,dec -- the decimal value of Din .
t pd (i ) -- the actual delay of the ith unity-delay circuit.
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Eqn. 27

tMUX ( Din ) -- is the propagation delay of the multiplexer.

The non-linearity source of the delay line includes the mismatch of delay in different
delay stages, and the mismatch of propagation delay for various multiplexing channels.

Fig. 55 The schematic of the delay line circuit[78]

The design implemented two delay line circuits, one for the excitation pulse, and
another for the reset pulse. The excitation pulse delay line includes 128 stages, and the
reset pulse delay line contains 64 stages. Using different number of stages is because the
excitation pulse width is smaller than the reset pulse. These numbers allows two pulse
shapes to be either completely isolated, or completely overlapped as two extremes,
according to different measurement purposes.
The design implemented the adjustable delay element in each stage described in
[78], and the post-silicon measurement was performed to compare with the post-layout
simulation result presented in that work. In the first measurement, the bias voltages for
NMOS draining transistors, PMOS sourcing transistors, and PMOS load capacitor in the
unity-delay circuit were set to be 3.3 V, 0 V, and 0V. A 120 ns-wide reset pulse was
generated from the pulse generator by setting Vref to be 1.4 V and Ibias to be 24 μA. The
pulse fed into the input of the 64-stage delay line, and the output was measured by a
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Tektronix MSO 4104 oscilloscope as the delay line address varied from 0000002 to
1111112. The measured transfer function is presented in Fig. 56(a). The minimum delay,
maximum delay, and the average step size were 9.4 ns, 80.3ns, and 1.1 ns. DNL of the
delay line was presented in Fig. 56 (b). The maximum value is + 0.24 LSB, and the
minimum value is -0.46 LSB. The measured transfer curve is fitted into a linear function,
and the difference between the measured data and the fitted data determines the INL, as
shown in Fig. 56 (c). The maximum and the minimum values of the INL are +0.30 LSB
and -0.38 LSB. These errors are an order of magnitude larger than the post-layout
simulation results[78], because the simulation did not take account of the process
variation of different delay stages.

Fig. 56 The measurement results on the 64-stage delay line that delays the reset pulse

Under the same bias condition, the 128-stage delay line used to delay the
excitation pulse was measured by using a 60 ns-wide pulse. Measurement results are
presented in Fig. 57. The minimum DNL was -1.1 LSB, indicating the multiplexing path
associated with the MSB experienced a stronger mismatch than other paths. This is due to
the fact that the 128-stage delay line combined 2 64-stage delay lines, but the
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multiplexing paths connecting two blocks were not laid off symmetrically. To solve this
issue in the measurement, this delay step is avoided when designing the integration
window series.

Fig. 57 The measurement results on the 128-stage delay line that delays the excitation pulse

4.3.2 Switched-capacitor programmable-gain amplifier (SC-PGA) design and
measurement

4.3.2.1 Circuit design and closed-loop gain analysis
In the discrete-component fluorimeter, the front-end avalanche photodiode
provides an avalanche multiplication gain of ~ 100 to amplify the weak fluorescence.
After averaging by the low-pass filter, the DC electric signal is further amplified by 330
through the sensing circuit. In CMOS APS, the avalanche multiplication is not available,
so signal needs to be amplified out side the pixel. A 3-stage switched-capacitor amplifier
is used for this purpose, as shown in Fig. 58. The first stage is a non-inverting amplifier
built by op amp U1, transistors M1~M6, and capacitors C1 and C2; The second stage is a
buffer to maximize the load impedance seen by the first stage, and to minimize the source
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impedance seen by the third stage; the third stage is an inverting amplifier built by op
amp U3, transistors M7~M12, and capacitors C3x (x=1, 2, 3, 4) and C4.

Fig. 58 The schematic of the switched-capacitor variable gain amplifier circuit

Stage 1 is controlled by a 4-phase clock, which divides the operation into a
sampling phase and an amplification phase[79], [80]. In sampling phase, switch M1 and
M4 are closed. Capacitor C1 is connected to the pixel output on its bottom plate, and its
top plate is Vref1 set by the feedback loop. Switch M6 is open and switch M5 is
conducting, so that the offset voltage of U1 is sampled on capacitor C2. After the
fluorescence is integrated by the pixel, both M1 and M4 are opened, trapping charges on
C1.
The amplification phase starts from the rising edge of Φ3. At this moment, switch
M2 and M6 are closed, and switch M5 is opened. The feedback loop around U1 sources or
drains charges to C2 to maintain the voltage at node A to be Vref1. This process is
completed until capacitor C1 is fully discharged. Notice that there is a 300 ps delay
between the falling edge of Φ1 and the rising edge of Φ3 measured on clock generation
circuit. This means the amplification phase starts after the end of sampling phase by 300
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ps. The non-overlapping clock signals make sure charges are trapped on C1and C2 before
amplification gets started.

Fig. 59 The equivalent circuits of stage 1 in sampling phase (a) and in amplification phase (b)

The equivalent circuits for stage 1 in sampling phase and the amplification phase
are presented in Fig. 59 to quantitatively study the dynamic closed-loop behavior of the
circuit. Neglecting the offset voltage of the op amp, voltage at node A in sampling phase
is

VA 0 

A0
Vref 1
1  A0

Eqn. 28

where A0 is the open loop DC gain of the op amp U1. At the beginning of the
amplification stage, capacitor C2 is connected in the feedback path, and the bottom of
capacitor C1 is connected to Vref1. Because voltage at the output of the op amp can not
change abruptly due to the capacitive load, the change of the voltage at the bottom plate
of C1 leads to the voltage at node A to be
VA1  VA0  (Vref  Vin ) 

C1
C1  C2

Eqn. 29

After this point, due to the error voltage presented at the op amp input, its output pull
charges from C2 to ground to recover the voltage at node A to Vref1. In the end of charge
transfer, voltage at op amp output becomes Vx, and the voltage at node A becomes
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VA 2  VA1  (Vx  VA0 ) 

C2
C1  C2

Eqn. 30

In the steady state, voltage at the op amp output satisfies

Vx  (Vref 1  VA 2 )  A0

Eqn. 31

Solving Eqn. 28 to Eqn. 31, the final output of the amplifier is
Vin
Vx 

A0
C1
C1
 Vref 1
C1  C2
C1  C2 1  A0
C2
1

A0 C1  C2

Eqn. 32

Assume the open-loop DC gain of the op amp is large, but is comparable to the capacitor
ratio of C1 to C2, Eqn. 32 can be simplified as
Vx 

Vin  Vref 1
C
C
1
(1  2 )  2
A0
C1
C1

Eqn. 33

It can be observed that for finite value of A0, the closed-loop gain is limited to A0 as C2
approximates to 0. In another word, the closed loop gain is limited by the open loop DC
gain of the op amp.
All three op amps used in the PGA are two-stage op amps with a miller
compensation capacitor. The zero caused by the miller capacitor path was further
cancelled by a transistor biased in triode region. The open loop DC gain of the op amp is
~80 dB, and the phase margin is 85.6°, as shown in Fig. 60. The design ratio of C1 to C2
is 300, because in discrete-component electronics the gain of the amplifier stage was ~
300. According to Eqn. 33, the design value of the closed-loop gain for stage 1 is 291.2,
with 2.9% gain error due to the finite open-loop gain. When the circuit is fabricated, it
suffers from a larger gain error due to the additional parasitic capacitance of C2 that
makes the ratio of C1 to C2 smaller than 300. Another effect is the gate parasitic
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capacitance from node A to ground. These effects were evaluated in post-layout
simulation.

Fig. 60 Frequency response of op amps used in switched-capacitor PGA based on post-layout simulation

Because in discrete-component fluorimeter, an avalanche photodiode was used to
detect the fluorescence, weak fluorescence can be amplified by a factor of ~100 owning
to the avalanche gain of the sensor itself. The active pixel sensor used in IC can not
provide in-pixel amplification, so that ~100 gain factor needs to be carried out outside the
pixel. This was realized by buffering stage 1 output through stage 2, and a stage 3 is
further implemented in PGA circuit to provide additional gain. The design implemented 4
input capacitors, C30~C33, at the input, and a fixed 5 fF feedback capacitor, C4. Input
capacitors can be optionally connected to the circuit by turning on the associated
switches, M7~M10, making stage 3 programmable. This stage uses the same clock, 1
and 1 , as stage 1 and divides the operation into the same sampling and amplification
phase. In sampling phase, C4 is shorted by turning on M12. The closed-loop around U3
samples the offset of U1, U2, and U3 onto the input capacitor(s) connected to the circuit.
After the sampling phase, M12 is opened, and switch M11 is used to partially cancel the
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channel charge injection. As the output of stage 1 is propagated to the input of stage 3,
the feedback loop of U3 pulls charges from C4 to drive node B towards Vref2. In the end,
all charges transmitted to input capacitor(s) are also transmitted to C4. Similar to the
closed-loop gain analysis for stage 1, the final output of stage 3 is
Vout 

Vin
C
C
1
(1  4 )  4
A0
C3 C3

Eqn. 34

where Vin is the input voltage at stage 3. Stage 3 is an inverting amplifier with the
maximum ideal closed-loop gain equal to A0, as the feedback capacitor, C4, approaches to
0. When connecting C30, C30~C31, C30~C32, and C30~C33 as the input capacitor(s), the
actual closed loop gains are 5.996, 104.878, 201.822, and 296.886. The corresponding
closed-loop gain errors are 0.07%, 1.06%, 2.02%, and 3.00%. Combining the gain
calculated on stage 1, and assuming stage 2 is ideal, the programmable gains of the entire
PGA are 65 dB, 89 dB, 95 dB, and 98 dB.

4.3.2.2 Noise analysis
The noise introduced by the PGA degrades the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) seen
by the succeeding ADCs compared to the original pixel output. This effect should be
minimized because the SNR at the pixel output tends to be low for very weak
fluorescence signal. Assuming ideal op amp, the total input referred noise power
spectrum density (PSD) of the entire PGA satisfies
Vin2,tot  Vin21  (Vin22  Vin23 )
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C2
C1

Eqn. 35

Where Vin21 , Vin22 , and Vin23 are the input referred PSD for stage 1, 2, and 3. It can be seen
that because the ratio of C2 to C1 is

1
, the dominant noise source seen at the input of
300

the PGA comes from the first stage.

Fig. 61 The noise sources of stage 1 amplifier during sampling mode

The noise sources in the first stage include the input referred noise of the op amp
U1, and the thermal noise from transistor M1, M2, M4, M5, and M6, when they are turned
on. The analysis is split into the sampling mode and the amplification mode. In sampling
mode, noise sources are plotted in Fig. 61. The actual effect of noise in this phase is that
capacitor C1 and C2 keep tracking the thermal noise from transistors until sampling is
completed. Then the noise is stored on the capacitor in form of charge. They charge will
reflect at the output by charge transfer mechanism. So the noise PSD deposited on
capacitor C1 is

VC21  (Vs21  Vin2, ref )

1
1  (2 fRon1C1 ) 2

Eqn. 36

Similarly, the noise PSD deposited on capacitor C2 is

VC22  (Vs25  Vin2,ref )
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1
1  (2 fRon 5C2 ) 2

Eqn. 37

As for thermal noise generated by M4, because the feedback loop continuously adjusting
the output of U1, so that the inverting input of the op amp is virtually ground, and the
effect of Vs24 on both C1 and C2 is annihilated.
The noise sources in amplification mode are plotted in Fig. 62. There are three
mechanisms that contribute to the input referred noise. First, the sampled noise voltage
on capacitor C1 during sampling phase is amplified by a factor of

C1
to the output, in the
C2

form of ideal charge transfer shown in Fig. 62. This is because when not considering
other noise sources, both terminal of C1 will be grounded eventually, so the only path to
dissipate the “noise charges” accumulated on C1 during sampling phase is through C2.
When referred to the input, the output noise voltage is divided by the closed-loop gain,
resulting in an input referred noise PSD component by the sampled noise voltage on C1
itself
Vin2, n1  VC21

Eqn. 38

Fig. 62 The noise sources of the SC-PGA in amplification phase

Second, the input referred noise of U1, and the thermal noise from transistor M2
present themselves directly at the input, so
Vin2,n 2  Vin2,ref  Vs22
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Eqn. 39

Third, the sampled noise voltage on C2 is reflected at the input by an attenuation
factor determined by the capacitor ratio of C2 to C1. This part of input referred noise PSD
is

Vin2,n 3  VC22 (

Because

C2 2
)
C1  C2

Eqn. 40

C2
is close to zero, this part can be neglected. Thermal noise created by
C1  C2

M6, Vs26 does not present itself at the input because of the continuous adjustment made
by the op amp through the feedback loop.
The total input referred noise power spectrum density is the combination of Eqn.
38 and Eqn. 39 plus the bandwidth limit due to the op amp U1 with its closed loop
feedback, it can be expressed as
Vin2,tot 

4kTRon1
[1  (

f
f Ron1,C1

) 2 ][1  (

f
f samp

)2 ]

 Vin2,ref ( ) 

4kTRon 2
f 2
1 (
)
f amplf

Eqn. 41

In the equation, f Ron1,C1 is the -3 dB bandwidth due to resistor Ron1 (W/L= 1.2 μm/ 0.35
μm, 2.6 k Ω turn-on resistor) and C1 (1.5 pF) in sampling phase. The frequency value is
40.8 MHz. f samp is the bandwidth of stage 1 amplifier in sampling mode. That frequency
equals 54 MHz. f amplf is the bandwidth of stage 1 amplifier in amplification mode. That
frequency value is f samp devided by the closed-loop gain of 300, which is 180 kHz. The
reason to include f samp and f amplf is that before presenting themselves at the output of
stage 1, the resistor noise due to Ron1 and Ron2 are filtered in the bandwidth of

f samp

and f amplf , due to the band limiting nature of the closed-loop U1, in sampling mode and
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amplification mode. Because f Ron1,C1 and f samp are very closed, Eqn. 41 can be
approximated into Eqn. 42
Vin2,tot 

4kTRon1
4kTRon 2
 Vin2,ref ( f ) 
f
f 2
[1  (
) 2 ]2
1 (
)
f Ron1,C1
f amplf

Eqn. 42

Integrating Eqn. 42 in the bandwidth of interest, BW, and then taking the square root, the
total input referred Root-Mean-Square (RMS) noise voltage of the PGA is

Vin , rms



BW


f
2
1
kT
BW
BW


Ron1,C1
tan 1 (
)
) Eq
 Vin2, rms ,U 1 
 4kTRon 2 f amplf tan 1 (


 C1 2
f Ron1,C1
f amplf
 BW 2


 1 
2  2


f
 Ron1,C1  


n.43

where Vin ,rms ,U 1 is the RMS input noise of op amp U1 over BW. The insight from Eqn.
43 is that, first C1 should be made large to reduce the

kT
noise. Second, the op amp
C

U1 should be built low noise to minimize its input referred noise. Third, the aspect ratio
of transistor M2 should be large to decrease its thermal noise over BW.
In the design, the RMS input noise of op amp U1 (over 54 MHz bandwidth)
was 50μV. The aspect ratio of transistor M2 was made 12 μm/0.35 μm to have a
channel resistance, Ron2, to be 126 Ω. f Ron1,C1 is 40.8 Mhz. f amplf is 180 kHz. Substitute
all values into Eqn. 43, the total input referred RMS voltage of the amplifier is 223 μV.
This value will limit the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the input of the succeeding
ADC for a given signal power from the pixel. In calculating the input referred RMS
noise of the op amp U1, only the thermal noise was considered, because the 1/f noise
(with corner frequency from 500 kHz to 1MHz) can be effectively reduced by the
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offset cancellation nature of the switched-capacitor circuit[81]. The integration
bandwidth was chosen the unity gain bandwidth of the op amp U1, which is 53.7 MHz.
The ADC was designed with a resolution of 10 bits, so the output SNR of the
PGA should satisfy
SNR  1.76
 10
6.02

Eqn. 44

so that after the amplification, the signal still remain sufficient number of bits, as an
equivalent measure of signal to noise ratio, for the ADC to digitize. The output SNR of
the PGA can be calculated by using the RMS input noise voltage. Assume noise
introduced by the pixel is negligible for the first order approximation, the output SNR
of PGA is
SNR  20 log10 (

V pout
Vin ,rms

)

Eqn. 45

where Vpout is the small signal RMS voltage at the output of the pixel sensor. To make
sure Eqn. 45 satisfy Eqn. 44, the small signal RMS voltage at the output of the sensor
should be larger than 180 mV. Fig. 63 plots how the effective number of bits (ENOB)
of the signal seen by the 10-bit ADC varies as the signal power from pixel sensor
increases. It also shows how a smaller input referred RMS noise voltage of the PGA
can affect the curve. By reducing the PGA input referred RMS noise by a factor of ~3,
the signal power from pixel sensor is reduced by a factor of ~3 for guaranteeing the
same 10-bit ENOB seen by the ADC.
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Fig. 63 The effective number of bit (ENOB) of the signal at the output of the amplifier vs. pixel output for
different input referred RMS noise of the PGA

The insights from Fig. 63 is that the ENOB of the signal seen by the ADC
remains below 14 bits as the pixel output RMS voltage reaches to 1 V. In real case this
value is dependent on the type of chemical and the concentration of the liquid sample.
A 10-bit ADC guarantees that as long as the pixel output RMS voltage is close to 180
mV, the digitized signal can have approximately 10-bit accuracy. A weaker
fluorescence signal from the excited chemical sample will reduce the output amplitude
of the pixel sensor, and the ENOB seem by the ADC becomes less than 10 bits. This
makes the 10-bit ADC “over-qualified” to digitize the signal. However, averaging can
be implemented to reduce the noise effectively. Averaging the uncorrelated
measurement by 10,000 times will reduce the input referred noise power of the
amplifier by a factor of 10,000. This makes its input referred RMS noise voltage
become only 2.23 μV. Accordingly, the active pixel sensor only needs to output an
RMS voltage of 1.8 mV.
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4.3.2.3 Layout and post-layout simulation
The layout of an entire PGA channel measures 24 μm × 660 μm. 44 % of the area
is occupied by poly-poly capacitors. The parasitic parameters including resistance,
capacitance, and inductance were extracted under a single-channel layout, and the netlist
was used to post-layout simulate the PGA. The test bench is shown in Fig. 64. Transistor
M1, M2, and M3 are direct copies of the source follower transistors in a pixel, and the
column current sources. In the pixel reset mode, because voltage applied on the cathode
of the diode is 3.3 V, the same voltage is applied to the gate of M1 in simulation. Switch
M2 is turned on by applying 3.3 V to its gate. A 10 μA current was drained by the current
source transistor M3. This leaves a 2.022 V DC bias at the inverting input of the PGA.
Voltage at the non-inverting input was set to Voffset+ΔVin, where Voffset is the offset
voltage, and equals to 2.022 V in this case, ΔVin is the incremental voltage that linearly
increases in simulation. For one differential input, the PGA samples the input in 1 μs and
amplifies it in 4 μs.

Fig. 64 The post-layout simulation test bench for a single channel PGA
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Fig. 65 is the simulated transfer function of the PGA when different input
capacitors were connected at stage 3. For example, when D<3:0>=00012, only 30 fF
input capacitor, C30, in Fig. 58 was used, and the measured gain was 62 dB. The
measured gains for the remaining configurations were 83 dB, 89 dB, and 93 dB. They all
matched the hand calculation results.

Fig. 65 The post-layout simulation result for a single channel PGA matched the hand-calculation results.

4.3.2.4 Post-silicon measurement results and discussion
The PGA channel in the middle of the column-parallel layout was measured with
the same principle as in the post-layout simulation, but special testing techniques were
taken to achieve the fine resolution input control. As can be observed from Fig. 65,
testing high gain configuration requires PGA’s non-inverting input increases at ~
μV/step. Commercial high resolution DACs (>16 bits) to produces that small voltage
steps are expensive and suffer from large non-linearity. Two lower-resolution DACs (12
bits) were used to construct a coarse-fine circuit that provides linear μV-level resolution,
as shown in Fig. 66. Two resistors serve as a voltage divider that fractionalizes the
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voltage contribution from the coarse DAC and the fine DAC, both are 12-bit accurate.
The voltage at op amp output with respect to two DAC output is
Vout 

100
1
Vc 
Vf
101
101

Eqn. 46

Fig. 66 In the schematic of the dual-12-bit coarse-fine DAC

The least significant bit voltage for each 12-bit DAC is 806 μV, given 3.3 V reference
rail. This makes the coarse voltage step to be 798 μV, and the fine voltage step to be 8
μV.

Fig. 67 The lab test bench to measure the single channel PGA gain

The coarse-fine DAC was programmed by an MCU through SPI. Its output was
used to feed into the non-inverting input of the PGA, as shown in Fig. 67. The inverting
input of the PGA is connected to a pixel on the chip. The pixel was reset by a 60 ns-wide
200 kHz reset pulse, but was shielded from the light. The PGA operated at the same
frequency, with 1 μs sampling phase, and 4 μs amplification phase the same as the post-
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layout simulation. A 10-bit CPOSSAR ADC digitized the PGA output at the end of each
cycle. Data was transmitted to PC through microcontroller memory interface.
The measured transfer functions of the PGA channel under different gain
configurations are plotted in Fig. 68. Because the conversion range of the CPOSSAR
ADC was from 450 mV ~ 1800 mV, PGA output lower than 450 mV was distorted. The
measured gain values were 44 dB, 48 dB, 50 dB, and 56 dB. Each measurement was
performed 10, 000 times to reduce the input referred RMS noise voltage of the PGA to
2.23 μV.

Fig. 68 The measured transfer function of a PGA channel

The measured gain of the PGA was lower than the post-layout simulation results
by 18 ~ 39 dB under different gain configurations. The mechanism of gain reduction was
analyzed. The first reason is the underestimated parasitic capacitance on C2 and C4 (Fig.
58) when simulating the PGA using only a single-channel layout. The second reason is
the clock skew caused by the top-level place and route. Both mechanisms were studied
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by composing more comprehensive simulation test-benches than the single-channel postlayout simulations performed in design phase.
Before more complete post-layout simulations using the array layout was
performed to include the parasitic effects due to channel coupling, the simulation on a
single-channel PGA layout when C30 was used in stage 3 is shown in Fig. 69 as a
reference. It separates the transfer function for stage 1 on the top, and leaves the gain for
the entire amplifier at lower part. The gain of stage 1 is called G1, and the gain of the
entire PGA is called Gtot. Gtot was further divided by G1 to calculate the gain for stage 3,
called G3. In the simulation, clock skew due to top-level place and route was not included
to just evaluate the parasitic effect of a single-channel layout itself.

Fig. 69 post-layout simulation result on a single-channel PGA layout without clock skew

Fig. 70 presents the simulation results when using the 32-channel PGA array
layout. It is observed that G1 is reduced from 232 to 127, and G3 is reduced from 4.8 to
2.1. Because the parasitic parameters are the only difference between two types of postlayout simulations, the discrepancy means the parasitic effects will change when using
the entire array layout, which is closer to the fabricated chip.
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Fig. 70 post-layout simulation result on a single-channel PGA in 32-channel PGA array without clock
skew

The parasitic capacitance created in the feedback paths in both stage 1 and stage 3
affects the actual gain of the PGA. The model that presents all parasitic capacitors in
stage 1 is presented in Fig. 71. Cp1 and Cp2 are two parasitic capacitors that are in parallel
with C1 and C2. Cp3 is the parasitic capacitor from the inverting input of the op amp to the
ground. In sampling phase, C1 and Cp1 track the pixel output by storing Q1 amount of
charges. The inverting input of the op amp is virtually ground so no charge is stored on
Cp3.

Fig. 71 The parasitic capacitance model of the stage 1 when a single-channel layout is place in the array
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Starting from the amplification phase, C1 and Cp1 are grounded. Q1 is conducted
to the ground and the same amount of charges, (Q1+Q2), is pulled away from C2, Cp2, and
Cp3. This creates an error voltage as the differential input, Verr, and the output, Vout,
equals to A0Verr, where A0 is the open-loop gain of the op amp. Eqn. 47 ~ Eqn. 51 are
satisfied during the above process
Q1  Vin (C1  C p1 )

Eqn. 47

Q1  Q2  Q3

Eqn. 48

Verr 

Q3
C p3

Eqn. 49

Vout  A0Verr

Eqn. 50

Q2  (C2  C p 2 )  ( A0  1)  Verr

Eqn. 51

The closed-loop gain when including all parasitic capacitance can be written as
Acl 

A0
( A0  1) 

C p3
C2  C p 2



C1  C p1
C2  C p 2

Eqn. 52

The first term in Eqn. 52 is less affected by the parasitic effect. This is because the
open-loop gain of the op amp was measured ~80 dB in post-layout simulation. If the ratio
of Cp3 to (C2+Cp2) is 100, it will only create a 1% error. In that case, Cp3 needs to be 0.5
pF, 100 times larger than C2, 5 fF, if Cp2 equals 0. A non-zero Cp2 requires an even larger
Cp3. This large parasitic capacitance approaching Pico farad scale is less likely to occur.
The dominant reason for the closed-loop gain reduction consists in the second
term in Eqn. 52. Because C1 is 1.5 pF, but C2 is only 5 fF, a small Cp2 in femtofarad scale
will affect the gain significantly. By checking the netlist created in the layout parasitic
extraction made on the PGA array layout, the parasitic capacitor Cp2 was found to be 4.1
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fF, and the parasitic capacitor in parallel with C4, called Cp4, was found to be 6.4 fF. Both
were less than 1 fF in the single-channel PGA layout parasitic extraction.

Fig. 72 The illustration of clock skew on affecting the gain of the SC-PGA

Besides the gain reduction due to the parasitic capacitance, the gain of stage 3 is
reduced because of the clock skew. As shown in Fig. 72, in post-layout simulation of a
single channel PGA layout, the gates of switch M4 and M12 were ideally connected to the
same clock called Ф 1, so the falling edge of Ф1 arrives at both switches concurrently.
This allows both stage 1 and 3 to leave their sampling phase synchronously. However,
due to the top-level place and route, there was a 9 μm by 600 μm metal-2 connection
between the gate of M4 and M12. This layer was further sandwiched by metal-1 and
metal-3 as shielding layers that were grounded. As shown in Fig. 72, the lossy
transmission line creates a 4.6 ns delay based on the post-layout simulation, making
switch M12 to be opened after M4 by that amount. Because stage 1 enters its amplification
phase only 300 ps after M4 is opened, the 4.6 ns delay caused by the metal-2 connection
makes stage 3 to start amplifying the signal later than stage 1 by 4.3 ns. So instead of
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being accumulated on C4, an amount of charges are by-passed by M12 while stage 1 is
amplifying the signal. Because fewer amounts of charges are transmitted to C4, signal
amplified at stage 3 is reduced, making the total gain of the PGA reduced.
To quantify the clock skew effect on the loss of gain, the top-level clock
connection was incorporated into the PGA array layout. After parasitic extraction, a new
simulation was performed to find out the gain for stage 1, stage 3, and the entire PGA.
The results are as shown in Fig. 73. The measured gain for stage 1 remained 126, which
agreed with Fig. 70. But the gain for stage 3 was reduced from 2.1 to 1.5. That means 28
% charges resulting from the amplification made in stage 1 leaked through M12, rather
than be received by C4 and Cp4.

Fig. 73 post-layout simulation results on a single-channel PGA in 32-channel PGA array when clock skew
was included

All above simulation and analysis were made by connecting only C30 at the input
of stage 3, corresponding to D<3:0>=00012. All remaining gain settings were also
simulated to compare with their measurement results. Table. 3 is the summary of postlayout simulated gains and measured gains. For each gain setting, three types of layouts
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were used: “Single” represents using a single-channel PGA layout without the top-level
clock routing; “Array” indicates simulating the PGA array layout without the top-level
clock routing; “Array + clock skew” further added the top-level clock routing to include
the clock skew. By reading the results, it is first confirmed that when using the entire
array layout, the gain for both stage 1 and 3 were reduced by approximately 50 % than
the single-channel layout, suggesting the feedback factors created by the capacitor ratios
were doubled due to the parasitic capacitance in femtofarad level. When the clock skew
was introduced, the gain for stage 1 remains, but the gain for stage 3 can be reduced to ~
12%. The array layout, which is closer to the fabricated chip, produced the simulated
total gain of 45 dB, 56 dB, 58 dB, and 62 dB. They are close to the measured gain of 44
dB, 48 dB, 50 dB, and 56 dB.
Table. 3 Summary of post-layout simulated gains and measured gains for all types of gain settings
Gain setting
D<3:0>=00012

D<3:0>=00112

D<3:0>=01112

D<3:0>=11112

Stage 1
Stage 3
Total
Stage 1
Stage 3
Total
Stage 1
Stage 3
Total
Stage 1
Stage 3
Total

Single
232
4.8
61 dB
242
60
83 dB
240
109
88 dB
240
158
92 dB

Array
127
2.1
48 dB
118
31
71 dB
118
60
77 dB
120
86
80 dB

Array + clock skew
126
1.5
45 dB
118
5.3
56 dB
118
7.0
58 dB
120
10.2
62 dB

Measured
44 dB
48 dB
50 dB
56 dB

In conclusion, the first reason for the reduced gain in the amplifier is the use of
femtofarad-level capacitors to realize the feedback factors. When the capacitors are
interfered with parasitic capacitance in just the range of femtofarad-level, the actual gain
of the circuit varied noticeably from the design values. This effect became dominant
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when placing many single-channel amplifier layouts into an array layout with the
minimum spacing. It will be an improvement by increasing the absolute value of
capacitors while maintaining their ratios, but the area of the layout will be increased
propotionally, making the 25 μm-pitch size of the pixel array more difficult to realize. So
building a column-parallel amplifier at that small pitch size requires more dedicate layout
skill to realize more than ~ 60 dB closed-loop gain. The second reason for the reduced
gain is the clock skew due to top-level place and route. This issue can be resolved by
reversing the clock direction, so that switch M12 is opened before M4, and no charge
produced by the amplification made by stage 1 can leak through M12.
4.3.3 10-bit column-parallel overlapping-subrange SAR ADC (CPOSSAR ADC)

The output from the SC-PGA in each channel is digitized by a 10-bit 22 μm-pitch
overlapping-subrange SAR ADC (CPOSSAR ADC). The first ADC tape-out under this
architecture was developed and tested in 2012 [82]; because of the large DNL error
observed from the measurement, it was re-implemented as a 9-bit ADC in 2013 by
introducing overlapping-subrange technique, adding autozeroing circuitry, and
optimizing digital logic[83]. Based on that work, a 10-bit ADC was re-built in 2014 by
introducing an additional bit. Such a 10-bit ADC was used as the single column ADC in
the final imager chip.

4.3.3.1 CPOSSAR ADC architecture
The CPOSSAR ADC array includes a copy of 32 individual ADC channels and a
shared reference circuit, as shown in Fig. 74. Each ADC channel is 22 μm wide to
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support the 25 μm pixel format. The pitch size of a pixel is 20 μm, but the additional 5
μm space between two pixels is used for signal routing.

Fig. 74 The block diagram of the CPOSSAR ADC

In the architecture of the CPOSSAR ADC, a 4-bit resistor ladder DAC and its
buffer bank are shared by all columns. This DAC evenly divides the reference rail from
VresL to VresH into 16 subranges. An individual ADC in a channel includes a 6-bit SAR
ADC and a subranging circuit. The analogy of the relation among the 4-bit resistor
ladder, subranging circuit, and the 6-bit SAR ADC is the combination of the main
memory, cache, and the central processing unit (CPU) in a computer system. Subranging
circuit is transparent to the 6-bit ADC with regard to the resistor ladder. It senses all the
produced subranges from the 4-bit resistor ladder, but only selects a pair of references to
set the actual reference rail seen by the 6-bit SAR ADC. The advantage is that the data
conversion can be divided into a coarse phase and a fine phase to achieve an overall
resolution more than 6 bits. The subranging circuit first by-passes the complete reference
rail to the 6-bit ADC to resolve the MSBs. The result is used to control the subranging
circuit to select a subrange that the ADC input resides in. Resolution achieved by the
second phase can be improved by a factor of 24, because the reference rail seen by the 6bit ADC is a factor of 24 smaller than before.
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The 6-bit ADC contains a pre-amplifier before the comparator. In sampling phase,
switch S of the pre-amplifier is closed and the input voltage is tracked by the 6-bit
capacitor array DAC, or 6-bit CDAC. When S is opened, charges are trapped on the
capacitor of the CDAC.
In coarse conversion phase, the subranging circuit is reset, and the complete
reference rail, VresL to VresH, is selected for the 6-bit ADC to use. The 6-bit most
significant bits (MSBs), D[11:6] are resolved in such a coarse conversion phase. Data is
stored in a 6-bit register.
The subranging circuit adjusts the reference rail seen by the 6-bit ADC in the
subrange creation phase. This is realized by first feeding the upper 4 bits from the 6-bit
register, D[11;8], into a 4-bit decoder to close a pair of bias switches. The switch
determines the subrange created by the 4-bit ladder to be connected to the 6-bit ADC.
The decoder that controls the switch is designed to guarantees the selected subrange will
be the very subrange the input voltage is located at. Determined by the next bit of the 6bit register in the 6-bit ADC, D[7], a level shifter either bypasses the selected subrange,
or shifts it to create an overlapping subrange for error correction purpose.
The created subrange is then sensed by the 6-bit ADC and used to perform a
second 6-bit conversion, the fine conversion. Because the reference rail in this conversion
phase is a factor of 24 smaller than in the coarse conversion stage, the resolution is
improved by 4 bits. At the end of the fine conversion, the 6-bit LSB, D[5:0], is kept in the
6-bit successive approximation register. Eventually, the complete binary data D[11:0] and
D[7:6] are concatenated and transmitted off the IC. There are two redundant bits in the
12-bit data, D[7:6], because the overlapping subrange creates such redundancy to
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overcome errors possibly occurred during coarse conversion and subrange selection. So
the two bits are finally used to remove the error in software. In the end, the overall
number of bits of the data conversion becomes 10 bits.

4.3.3.2 Overlapping subrange technique
The CPOSSAR ADC uses a 6-bit capacitor DAC twice to achieve 10-bit
resolution not available by a conventional 6-bit SAR ADC. Since the 6-bit capacitor array
DAC is less than 10-bit ratio-accurate in real silicon, errors in the coarse conversion
phase tend to induce an incorrect selection of subrange to be used in the fine conversion
phase. In this case, the sampled input voltage exceeds the ceiling or floor of the selected
reference rail used in the fine conversion phase, and large differential non-linearity
(DNL) errors were observed at the transition areas between subranges.
The nature of the above error is the mismatch of the ideal subrange voltages and
the reference voltages created by the capacitive DAC during coarse conversion, due to
capacitor mismatch. To eliminate the error, one possible way is to implement large
capacitor array layout, so that the 6-bit capacitor array can be more than 10-bit ratio
accurate. However, the lack of mismatch model in the targeting technology makes it
difficult to access the minimum required area per unit capacitor for that objective. In
addition, large capacitor array is difficult to implement in the column layout as narrow as
22 μm.
The second method to eliminate the error source, that the input voltage exceeds
the selected subrange rail, is to use overlapping subranges in the fine conversion phase, as
shown in Fig. 75 (a)[83]. In this method, the original combination of subranges is raised
by an offset voltage, so that the new subranges overlap the old ones. To implement the
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method, the 5th bit resolved in the coarse conversion phase, or the 5th bit stored in the 6bit register, D[7], determines whether an un-raised subrange or the raised subrange is
used. If D[7] is 0, the input is located below the mid-point of the un-raised subrange, and
it will be used directly in fine conversion phase without level shifting. If D[7] is 1, the
input is located above the mid-point of the un-raised subrange, then this rail will be raised
by an offset for use in the fine conversion. The offset is set to be half the width of a
normal sub-range, so that the raised sub-ranges strides right between two adjacent unraised sub-ranges.

Fig. 75 The overlapping subranges used to remove the error produced in coarse conversion cycle

Fig. 76 A level shifter circuit used to produce the redundant overlapping subranges
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This method provides redundancy that guarantees the input voltage never exceeds
the reference rail in the fine conversion phase. To make this method effective, subrange
voltages created by the 4-bit resistor DAC, Vref(i), were made lower than the ideal
reference voltages created by the capacitor array DAC, Vcap_ideal(i), as shown in Fig. 75(b).
The overlapping subranges are generated by a level shifter circuit shown in Fig.
76. In the subrange creation phase, the bottom plate of capacitor Cs is connected to Vbias
through Switch B, a multiplexer controlled by Φ2 and D[7]. The un-raised reference
voltage at the input, Vin, is tracked by capacitor Cs, because transistor M1 is closed. After
the coarse conversion phase, the reference voltage is held by Cs by opening switch M1.
M2 is made twice as wide as M1 to partially cancel out the channel charge injection
effect. Then the bottom plate of Cs is reconnected to a different voltage, Vbias+ΔV, if
D[7] is 1. The change of the voltage at the bottom plate of Cs is reflected to its top plate,
because the top plate is floating. This voltage is further buffered by the second op amp to
create the raised subrange voltage, with an offset of ΔV higher than before. When D[7] is
0, the logic will maintain the status of switch B throughout the subrange creation phase,
and the output of the level shifter will stay at the sampled un-raised subrange voltage. As
shown in Fig. 76, two clock signals separate the circuit to perform reference sampling
and level shifting. They are named Φ4 and Φ5 to differentiate timing signals used for SCPGA, Φ1, Φ1B, Φ2, Φ3.

4.3.3.3 ADC I/O
The 12-bit data are loaded into a parallel-in-serial-out (PISO) register in each
channel at the end of a complete conversion. PISO registers are cascaded from one ADC
channel to its next channel, so that data from all channels can be shifted off the chip in
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serial, as shown in Fig. 77. The PISO register is in parallel mode when PEN is in high.
At the end of the data conversion, controller logic issues a pulse signal at port “Load” to
store D[11:0] in the register. As PEN is pulled low, each PISO register becomes a 12-bit
shift-register, and data is transmitted off the chip by SPI module of a microcontroller.

Fig. 77 The block diagram of the serial data I/O of in CPOSSAR ADCs

The maximum transmission bandwidth of the I/O was tested by gating off the
control logic, so that PEN stays high. Then the external MCU sends serial data to the
register chain and read it back. The bit error rate (BER) was measured when the data
transmission was performed at 20 Mbps and 40 Mbps, as shown in Fig. 78. Limited by
the SPI baudrate range of the MCU, the maximum data transmission speed is 20 Mbps
with 0 BER. According to the measurement, a total of 19.2 μs is needed to transmit the
complete data set off the chip.
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Fig. 78 The measured bit error rate of the ADC I/O under two different transmission bandwidth

4.3.3.4 10-bit CPOSSAR ADC measurement
To test an individual ADC channel, its input was multiplexed to a pad that is
connected to an Agilent 33250A arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), as shown in Fig.
79. On-chip control logic was configured through software to produce periodic data
conversion clock signals for continuous sampling. It was realized by first breaking up a
loop in the on-chip timing controller via a switch controlled by “ADC_TEST_EN”.
Second, the discontinued signal chain is repaired by feeding a substitutive signal,
“EXT_TRIG”, from the MCU to that break point. This signal is generated by sending 2
reference clock signals, “ 1 ” and “ADC_IDLE”, from the chip to the MCU, and using
MCU’s interrupt function to produce the required signal by setting timing constraints in
C programming.
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Fig. 79 The test bench to measure an individual ADC channel

Once the ADC input was connected to an external source, and data conversion
clocks were continuously generated from the on-chip controller, the ADC is operated in
the continuous conversion mode. Data stream produced by the ADC are loaded into its
I/O register at the end of each conversion cycle. MCU then read the data through SPI and
store it in its memory. A 10 MHz system master clock was provided to the chip by the
MCU’s SPI module operating in continuous frame mode. Then the pre-scalar of the ADC
controller reduces the clock frequency to 1.25 MHz. This ADC clock was used to
synthesize all data conversion clocks, resulting in a 4.883 kS/s sampling rate.
A 4.768554 Hz sinusoidal signal was used as the ADC input. Its peak to peak
amplitude was 1350 mV and the offset voltage was 1125 mV. A total number of 131,072
samples were digitized by the ADC to create the histogram. The calculated DNL and INL
are presented in Fig. 80. The minimum DNL of -0.7 LSB confirmed no missing codes,
and the maximum DNL was 1.7 LSB. The INL was measured +9.6/-9.7 LSB, but the
comparable results were also presented in ADCs used in other CMOS imagers[84], [85].
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Fig. 80 The measured DNL and INL on the single channel CPOSSAR ADC

4.3.4 Timing controller

The imager IC is facilitated with an on-chip timing controller to produce timing
signals and off-chip communication signals. The custom design is based on the
synchronized pipeline topology. It is equipped with internal registers, such that the duty
cycle of some critical time signals can be reconfigured in software. The controller
architecture is divided into two levels called a top-level and a lower-level. The APS array
and the SC-PGAs are controlled by the top-level controller to perform photoelectric
conversion, sampling, and amplification. The top level controller also performs the data
transmission and the handshake with an off-chip MCU. The use of an off-chip MCU is
necessary, because it serves as the hardware interface between the personal computer
user interface and the imager IC. The lower-level logic stays in idle mode to save power
consumption. It is gated on by the top-level logic to operate the CPOSSAR ADC for
analog-to-digital conversion.
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4.3.4.1 Top-level control logic

Fig. 81 The finite state machine of the full custom top-level controller circuit

The top-level logic controller is a finite state machine, as shown in Fig. 81 in the
blocked area. As the imager IC is powered up, the controller is reset by the MCU by
sending a “Global_reset” signal with logic high state. It essentially gates off the clocking
circuits inside the controller and resets all state registers and programming registers.
In MATLAB script 1, users can define various configuration data. These include
the cycle number of the pixel integration window, the cycle number of the amplification
phase, the cycle number of auto-zeroing phase, the number of measurement, the delay
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line input, and the row address of the pixel array. The cycle number defines the number
of periods of the system master clock spent on a particular timer. Once that amount of
time is elapsed, a corresponding logic state will be toggled to start or stop a function. For
example, the number of measurements defines the total amount of data to be collected for
a particular gating window. After these configuration data are defined in the script,
MATLAB executes the script to configure the controller. This is realized by maintaining
the controller in “Idle & Config”, and shifting the configuration data into the registers
inside the logic controller, as well as the pixel array row decoder.
MALAB script 2 defines the measurement control and data transmission protocol.
Once it is executed by the MATLAB, the MCU sends a low state “Global_reset” to the
chip controller to gate on the internal clocking circuit. The logic is first synchronized by
“Reset_pulse” produced by the gating controller. In the first measurement cycle, the
selected pixels are reset by “Pixel_reset”, which is the clock synchronized with
“Reset_pulse”. Then at the rising edge of “Pixel_reset”, pixels start to convert the
received photons into voltages. This process stays for the number of clock cycles defined
in the integration timer register. As the timer overflows, the voltages at pixels’ outputs
are amplified by the PGAs by the number of clock cycles programmed in the
amplification timer register.
The end of the amplification triggers the data conversion. Data generated after the
data conversion is read by the MCU. In MATLAB a counter called “meas_count” is
implemented to count the number of measurements that have been performed. The status
of this counter is compared with the pre-defined number of measurement cycles. If the
measurement volume is not reached, the controller stays in released mode, and the same
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measurement process continues. Otherwise the MCU is notified by the MATLAB to gate
off the controller by issuing a high state of “Global_reset”. This will move the controller
finite state machine into the “Idle & Config” state once again. After that, the imager IC
can be re-configured for a new set of measurements.

Fig. 82 The typical output waveform of the top-level controller for a single measurement

The typical waveform of the top-level controller is shown in Fig. 82. Notice that
one complete measurement includes two data conversion cycles. The first conversion
occurs immediately after the pixel is reset to record the actual reset voltage. The second
conversion is performed after the fluorescence is integrated by the pixel in the integration
window, and is further amplified by the PGA. Both conversion results are shifted off the
chip, but only the difference is used as the measurement value for that delay step.
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4.3.4.2 Lower-level control logic

Fig. 83 The finite state machine of the lower-level controller

The lower-level controller is the secondary finite state machine presented in Fig.
83. Configuration of such controller is also performed in “Idle & Config” state when
‘Global_reset’ from the MCU is held high. When the top-level controller is released, and
after the integration window timer is overflowed, autozeroing clocks are produced by the
lower-level controller to remove the offset in ADC reference buffers. As the
amplification phase is terminated by the top-level controller, an ‘ADC_trigger’ signal is
sent to the lower-level controller to start the data conversion. It essentially gates on the
clocking circuits in the lower-level controller to produce data-conversion timing signals
for the ADC. A complete data conversion undergoes 5 different phases: coarse
conversion, subrange creation, 2nd autozeroing, fine conversion, and data load. Then the
lower-level logic returns to the idle state and waits for the next trigger signal from the
top-level logic. An example of the lower-level controller timing waveform is presented in
Fig. 84.
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Fig. 84 The typical timing waveform of the lower-level control logic

4.3.4.3 Design and testing on timing controller

Fig. 85 The synchronous pipeline units used in the controller design
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The timing control logic was a full custom design. The controller is divided into
many cell circuits. Each cell can be categorized into the synchronous pipeline
architecture shown in Fig. 85 (a). The sequential logic is used to store and update the
state, which is received by the succeeding combinational logic to produce the timing
signal. Feedback may be established from the output to the input of the sequential logic
for some logics whose next state is dependent on the current output state. Each cell
generates one particular timing signal or multi-phase timing signals.
The design of the timing controller followed a top-down method. First the
correlation among timing signals presented in Fig. 81 and Fig. 83 were studied. Then the
block-level representation of different cells was connected in a way that the signal
dependence was implemented. Next, each cell was designed in Register-Transfer-Level
(RTL). This was realized by composing the sequential part and the combinational part to
realize the corresponding signal under study. Last, the standard cells used in RTL were
implemented in transistor level.

Fig. 86 The block diagram of the top-level controller

RTL block diagram for the top-level controller is shown in Fig. 86. The controller
is gated-off when “Global_reset” is held high. “Pixel_reset” remains in high state so that
all pixel sensors are disabled for least power consumption. When reset is removed,
“Reset_pulse” from the gating controller is transmitted through the pulse synchronizer.
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This only happens after the first rising edge of “Reset_oulse”, from where “Pixel_reset”
is activated and it is just a copy of “Reset_pulse”. In the next stage, PGA Sampling Timer
and Data Load block receive the system master clock and are triggered by “ADC_idle”
signal sending from the lower controller. After “Data_Load” and the multi-phase PGA
control signals are generated, a PGA amplification timer is trigged by “Φ1”. The timer is
used to produce a signal called “ADC_Trig_int” to indicate the amplification of PGA is
completed, and the data conversion can be started. A multiplexer selects either
“ADC_Trig_int” in normal mode or an “ADC_Trig_ext” in ADC testing mode. Two
signals mentioned above are used for handshake purpose with the lower-level controller.
The rising edge of “ADC_Trig” is used to gate on the lower-level controller. Upon gated
on, the lower-level controller sends a low state ADC_idle to the top-level, indicating data
converter is busy. After the conversion is completed, this signal becomes high, and the
top-level controller is noticed that the data conversion is ended so that it continues to
generate succeeding timing signals.
The post-silicon functional verification of the top-level controller in combination
with the gating controller was performed by sending a 10 MHz system master clock to
the chip. The pre-scalar of the gating controller was programmed with a pre-scale ratio of
128:1, such that the frequency of the reset pulse was 78.1 kHz, or its period was 12.8 μs.
The reset pulse generator in gating controller was tuned to produce a 140 ns-wide reset
pulse. The pixel integration timer was programmed with an overflow time interval, T1, of
60 system master clock cycles, or 6 μs. The PGA amplification timer was programmed
with an overflow time interval, T2, of 10 system master clock cycles, or 1 μs. Finally the
lower-level controller pre-scalar was programmed with a pre-scale ratio of 1:1, so that the
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ADC clock frequency was 10 MHz. The data conversion took 18 ADC clock cycles, and
the total conversion time was 1.8 us. After all logic timers were programmed through the
SPI, the “Global_reset” was held low to gate on the controller logic, and the waveform of
timing signals produced from the top-level controller was observed from a Tektronix
MSO4104 oscilloscope. The result of the observed waveform is plotted in Fig. 87.

Fig. 87 The tested waveform that verified the correct functional behavior of the top-level control logic

Fig. 88 The block-level interconnect of the lower-level controller

The block-level interconnection for the lower-level controller is presented in Fig.
88. In reset mode, the system master clock is blocked at the input of the 8-bit pre-scalar.
When reset is removed, it is first pre-scaled by the 8-bit pre-scalar to generate the ADC
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clock, “CLK_ADC”, at a lower frequency. The “CLK_ADC” signal can be regarded as
the ADC master clock synchronized with the system master clock. This clock is still
blocked from the rest of circuits as long as the “ADC_Trig” signal from the top-level
controller is held low. When it becomes high, the ADC master clock passes through the
clock synchronizer to create a “CLK_SAR”, and a “CLK_COMP” signal. The former is
used to drive the successive approximation logic; the later controls the dynamic
comparator in the ADC. The high state of the “ADC_trigger” signal also releases ADC
State Register, I/O mode control block, MSB Load block, and the coarse control block.
The outputs from these functional blocks are provided to the next stage, including Start
Control, Fine control, and Level Shifter Auto-zeroing. Finally “Fine_flag” produced by
Fine Control block feeds into Level Shifting block to generate timing signal for level
shifting function (overlapping subrange creation).
In testing the lower-level controller, system master clock was made 10 MHz, and
the lower-level controller’s pre-scalar was set to 2:1, so that the ADC clock was 5 MHz.
In reset mode, all timing signals remain idle, as seen from Fig. 89.

Fig. 89 The measured waveform of the lower-level controller when the “Global_reset” is high.
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As “Global_reset” was pulled low, the lower-level controller was gated on.
Waveform in Fig. 90 shows that only the “ADC_clock” was continuously generated
when the handshake signal, “ADC_trig”, from the top-level controller remained low.
After the rising edge of “ADC_trig”, all remaining timing signals started to toggle their
states. The data conversion began at the rising edge of “ADC_trig”, and was ended at the
falling edge. In total there was 18 clock cycles for “ADC_clock”, corresponding to a 3.6
μs conversion time. After the falling edge of “ADC_trig”, the lower level controller
returns to the reset mode, where it stayed in standby state until the next rising edge of
“ADC_trig” was issued.

Fig. 90 The measured waveform of the lower-level controller after the “Global_reset” signal is pulled low

4.3.4.4 Full custom design of the top and lower-level controllers
Each cell in Fig. 86 and Fig. 88 was a full custom design. The following section
reviews the detailed implementation of each cell.
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4.3.4.4.1 Pulse synchronizer
The reset signal that directly drives the reset transistor of each active-pixel sensor
is called “Pixel_reset”. As the “Global_reset” is high, it remains in logic high, so diodes
in all pixels are discharged to ground. After “Global_reset” is pulled low, “Pixel_reset” is
synchronized to “Reset_pulse”. The synchronization is performed by the circuit shown in
Fig. 91. At the first falling edge of “Reset_pulse” after the “Global_reset” becomes low,
the output of the D-flip-flop, Q, becomes high. This unblocks the signal at node A to
propagate through the 2NAND gate, and two inverters. Finally there are 4 gate delays
between “Pixel_reset” and “Reset_pulse”, approximately 400 ps.

Fig. 91 The pulse synchronizer is used to gate off the “Pixel_reset” in reset phase

4.3.4.4.2 SC-PGA sampling timer
The clock signal used to divide the SC-PGA’s operation into sampling and
amplifying phase is created by the PGA sampling timer, as shown in Fig. 92. When
“Global_reset” is high, “Φ1” stays high so that the SC-PGA keeps tracking the pixel
output; the 8-bit programmable timer is reset and disabled. After “Global_reset” is pulled
low, D-flip-flop, D1, starts to sense the first rising edge of “Pixel_reset”, on which its
output, Q, is pulled high. This will reset D2, so that “Φ1” is pulled high to start
amplifying the sampled reset voltage of the pixel sensor. After the amplified voltage is
digitized by the ADC sequentially, “ADC_idle” becomes high. It is clocked to D2 to pull
high “Φ1” again. The first sampling-amplification cycle is completed by then.
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Fig. 92 The RTL block diagram of the PGA sampling timer

Starting from the end of the first sampling-amplification cycle, the rising edge of
“Φ1” is propagated to the “EN” input of 8-bit Programmable Timer after ~3 clock cycles
of “CLK_sys” through D4~D7. Then the timer starts to count the elapsed number of
clock cycles until it overflows, on which its output, “matched” is pulled high to set D1,
and subsequently reset D2 to pull down “Φ1”. The SC-PGA and ADC then amplifies and
digitize the pixel output for the second time. The complete double sampling-amplification
cycle completes by then.
PGA sampling timer returns to the initial reset state after two amplificationconversion cycles. Because the first cycle measures the actual pixel reset voltage, and the
second cycle measures the pixel output after exposure to light, their difference would be
the actual measurement data.
4.3.4.4.3 8-bit programmable timer
The timer used in the SC-PGA sampling timer counts the number of clock cycles
until the state of the counter reaches a software defined value. The function of the timer is
to control the time spent on sampling phase. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 93. In
global reset mode, “EN” is low and both the 8-bit up synchronous counter and the 8-bit
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comparator are reset. The 8-bit register is written through SPI to define the clock cycles
to be counted before the counter overflows. The 8-bit comparator monitors the state of
the 8-bit up synchronous counter and generates an asynchronous trigger signal,
“matched”, as the state of the counter becomes the pre-defined value stored in the
register. At the next rising edge of “CLK_sys”, its synchronous version, “matched_sync”,
is produced. Both signals can be used depending on the timing constraint.

Fig. 93 The implementation of the 8-bit programmable timer

4.3.4.4.4 CDS Complete/Data Load
After the second amplification-conversion cycle is completed, “Data_load” will
be pulled high to change the I/O mode from parallel into serial. It returns to the parallel
mode at the next pixel reset operation. This function is achieved by Data Load circuit, as
shown in Fig. 94. In global reset phase, the input of D1 is high, so its output, Q, remains
high. This condition resets D2 and sets D3. The output signal, called
“CDS_complete/Data_Load”, remains low in the reset period, because D4 is also reset.
After “Global_reset” is pulled low, D2, D3, and D4 are released from the reset or set
condition. D7 starts to sense the moment when “Pixel_reset” becomes low. When
“Pixel_reset” is high, D6 senses the high state of “ADC_idle”, and passes it to the clock
input of D2 and D3 at the rising edge of “CLK_sys”. Because D2 and D3 act as a mode-2
counter with initial state of 012, they overflow after two clock cycles. So as “ADC_idle”
becomes high for the second time, or after two complete sampling-amplification cycles,
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the counter overflows. The trigger signal from the output of D3 feeds into the clock input
of D4 by a synchronization step performed by D5. The output signal
“CDS_complete/Data_Load” is toggled to logic high to change the I/O mode from
parallel to serial. At the beginning of the next measurement, “Pixel_reset” falls to ground.
This resets the entire circuit again to repeat the I/O mode control.

Fig. 94 The schematic of the Data Load logic

4.3.4.4.5 SC-PGA amplification timer
The time spent on amplifying the sampled pixel output is controlled by the SCPGA amplification timer shown in Fig. 95. In reset mode, D1 is set to reset D2. The
output of D2, Q, propagates through 2 inverters to make “ADC_trig” stays low. The
inverting output of D1 ( Q =0) feeds into the 8-bit programmable timer’s “EN” port to
reset and disable the timer. When “Global_reset” is pulled low, D1 is released from the
set condition to wait the state of “Φ1” becoming low, after which point the rising edge of
“CLK_sys” toggles D1. The 8-bit programmable timer is enabled, because Q now is
pulled high. D2 is released from the reset condition, and its input, D, changes to and
remains at logic high. After the 8-bit programmable timer overflows, the rising edge of
“matched” toggles the state of D2 to produce a rising edge of “ADC_trig”. Since then the
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amplification phase is ended. “ADC_trig” will be pulled low again once “Φ1” becomes
high.

Fig. 95 The schematic of the PGA amplification timer.

4.3.4.4.6 8-bit pre-scalar
In the lower level controller, the system clock is converted into the ADC clock at
lower frequency. The function is realized by a programmable frequency divider circuit
and an 8-1 multiplexer, as shown in Fig. 96. Each stage of the frequency divider reduces
the clock frequency of its previous stage by 2, and multiplexer selects one of the clock
signal as the output.

Fig. 96 The schematic of the 8-bit programmable pre-scalar
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4.3.4.4.7 ADC state register

Fig. 97 The schematic of the ADC state register logic

As the lower-level controller is triggered by the rising edge of “ADC_trig”, the
ADC state register pulls down “ADC_idle” at the next falling edge of “CLK_ADC” to
notify that the data converter is busy. This logic then counts 17 clock cycles of
“CLK_ADC”, the time spent on one complete data conversion, before pulling up
“ADC_idle” again. As shown in Fig. 97, as “Global_reset” is held high, D2~D9 are set;
D1, and D10~D20 are reset. “ADC_idle” remains logic high and the ADC stays in idle
mode. After “Global_reset” is pulled low, the first rising edge of “CLK_ADC” toggles
D2, so that D1 is released from the reset condition. Then D1 toggles as “ADC_trig”
becomes high. As “ADC_idle” is pulled low, it propagates to node A after 5 clock cycles
of “CLK_SAR”, so that the reset and set condition for D8~ D20 are removed. D8~D10
form a loop of shift registers with the initial state of 11000000000002. The logic 1 is
shifted to the right, and after 11 cycles it is presented at node B. D2 is toggled at the next
clock cycle to reset D1 again. So “ADC_idle” is pulled high again to notify that one
complete data conversion is finalized. It takes a total of 17 clock cycles when
“ADC_idle” remains low.
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4.3.4.4.8 ADC clock synchronizer

Fig. 98 The schematic of the ADC clock synchronizer

In the lower-level controller, the sub-clock produced by the 8-bit pre-scalar,
“CLK_ADC”, is used to create two ADC timing clocks, one is the clock that drives the
Successive-Approximation register logic, “CLK_SAR”, and another one is the clock that
drives the comparator, “CLK_COMP”. The two clocks are created by the ADC clock
synchronizer, as shown in Fig. 98., and one is 180°falling behind of another,
Both D1 and D2 are in reset condition as “Global_reset” stays high. The reset
signal blocks the “CLK_ADC” from propagating through 2NAND N1 and N2. After
“Global_reset” is pulled low, when “ADC_trig” becomes high and a falling edge of
“CLK_ADC” occurs, D1 toggles its state to logic high. This activity unblocks the
“CLK_ADC” from propagating through N1, and “CLK_SAR” synchronized with
“CLK_ADC” is generated at the output, starting at a falling edge. At the next rising edge
of “CLK_ADC”, D2 is toggled to high state, so that N2 is unblocked to start propagating
“CLK_ADC” to its output, however the signal is inverted.
Notice that 8 cascaded inverters are placed in parallel to D1. The reason for this is
to remove the glitch at “CLK_SAR”once “ADC_idle” becomes low. The delay between
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“CLK_SAR” and “CLK_ADC” is 10 gate delays, or 1ns evaluated from the post-layout
simulation. This arrangement will guarantee that “ADC_idle” falls to ground in advance
of the falling edge of “CLK_SAR”, which is a timing constrain required by the SAR reset
controller described below.
4.3.4.4.9 SAR reset controller

Fig. 99 The schematic of the SAR reset controller logic

The 6-bit Successive-Approximation register is reset twice during each data
conversion cycle. A pulse signal named “SAR_reset” with pulse width half of the ADC
clock cycle is produced by this function block. As shown in Fig. 99, as “ADC_idle”
remains high, all D-flip-flops except for D8 are in reset condition; D8 is set by
“ADC_idle”. The cascaded D-flip-flops, D1~D9, form a shift-register loop, with its
initial state as 0000000102. When “ADC_idle” falls down, all D-flip-flops are released
from reset and set condition. Next, at the first falling edge of “CLK_SAR”, D10 toggles
its state to high. Then at the next rising edge of “CLK_SAR”, D9 is toggled to high. This
allows “SAR_reset” be pulled high to start the first 6-bit conversion. The state of the
shift-register loop now becomes 0000000012. At the next falling edge of “CLK_SAR”,
the output of D10, Q, is pulled low again, so “SAR_reset” becomes low again. This
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makes the pulse width of “SAR_reset” to be half a clock cycle of “CLK_SAR”. It occurs
at the first rising edge of “CLK_SAR” after “ADC_idle” is pulled low.
The shift-register loop keeps shifting the logic 1 clockwise until it recovers to the
initial state of 0000000102. At the 10th rising edge of “CLK_SAR” after “ADC_idle” is
pulled low, the second short pulse of “SAR_reset” is produced the same way as the first
pulse. This starts the second 6-bit conversion.
In summary, after “ADC_idle” is pulled high, the first 7 clock cycles of
“SAR_ADC” were used for coarse data conversion; the next 2 clock cycles were used for
sub-ranging creation; the second “SAR_reset” pulse is produced at the 10th cycle, which
starts the fine conversion; an additional 7 cycles are used for the fine data conversion.
4.3.4.4.10 Coarse control
“Coarse_reset” is a signal used to differentiate the coarse conversion cycle and the
fine conversion cycle. As shown in Fig. 100, it is created by a shift-register loop formed
by D2~D16, and the reset logic built by D1 and D17.

Fig. 100 The schematic of Coarse Control logic

As “Global_reset” is high, because “ADC_idle” is also high, D1 is in reset
condition and D17 is in set condition. These makes the initial state of “Coarse_reset” to
be high. The inverting output of D1 feeds into the reset or set port of D2~D16, making
the initial state of the shift-register to be 0000000100000002.
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As “Global_reset” is pulled low, D1 monitors “ADC_trig”, as it goes high D1 is
toggled. This releases all shifter-registers from reset or set condition. “CLK_SAR” then
shifts the logic 1 to the right until it reaches the output of the last stage, on which D17 is
reset, lowering “Coarse_reset”. By then the coarse conversion cycle is completed, and a
total of 7 clock cycles are used. In the end of a complete data conversion, “ADC_idle” is
pulled high, and “ADC_trig” is pulled low. This sets D17 to pull up “Coarse_reset” for
the next coarse conversion in the new data conversion cycle. The shift-register is reset to
its initial state because the state of D1 is toggled to low.
4.3.4.4.11 MSB load
The “MSB_load” signal is used to store the 6-bit coarse conversion result into the
6-bit register at the end of the coarse conversion. The RTL block diagram of MSB load
block is similar to Fig. 100, but D17 is not included, and the reset state of the shiftregister is 0000001000000002. So the rising edge of “MSB_load” during the data
conversion occurs at the 8th clock cycle of “CLK_SAR”, one clock cycle after the coarse
conversion is completed. The pulse width is 1 clock cycle. The reset mechanism of the
MSB load block is to pull off “ADC_trig”, and pulling up “ADC_idle” at the end of a
complete data conversion cycle.
4.3.4.4.12 Fine control and shifting enable
Similar to “Coarse_control”, “Fine_control” is a flag signal used to notify the fine
conversion cycle. The reason to have such a signal is to timely enable the shifting
function of the level shifter, so that the overlapping sub-ranges can be created right
before the fine conversion cycle. As shown in Fig. 101, “Fine_flag” is reset to 0 as
“ADC_idle” stays high. After a complete data conversion, the reset is removed. When
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coarse conversion is completed, “Coarse_reset” becomes low. At the start of the fine
conversion, “SAR_reset” produces a short pulse, which will set the D-flip-flop to pull up
“Fine_flag” hence “EN_shift”. In the end of a complete data conversion, the rising edge
of “ADC_idle” resets the D-flip-flop again to pull down “Fine_flag” and disable shifting
function

Fig. 101 The schematic of the Fine Control logic

4.3.4.4.13 ADC data load
The 12-bit data is loaded into ADC I/O register at the end of each data conversion
cycle by a trigger signal called “Data_load”. The pulse is created by the circuit shown in
Fig. 102. Shift registers D1~D8 have the initial state 1000000000000000002 upon reset.
D19 is also reset by the low state of “ADC_trig”, pulling down “Data_Load” at the reset
mode. After conversion starts, “ADC_triger” becomes high to remove the reset condition.
The CLK_SAR shifts the logic 1to the LSB side until it reaches the output of D18. At the
17th clock cycle of “CLK_SAR” after “ADC_trig” is pulled high, “Data_Load” is pulled
high to trigger the 12-bit I/O register for receiving data. Then at the next falling edge of
“CLK_SAR”, D19 is toggled low, so that “DATA_Load” becomes logic low again.
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Fig. 102 The schematic of the ADC data load logic
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CHAPTER 5
FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME IMAGER CAMERA MODULE INTEGRATION
5.1 Chip controller hardware

The monolithic CMOS imager IC was integrated to a printed-circuit board
portable imager device for real application. The prototype device is an embedded system
under control by a user interface in the personal computer. Chip controller hardware is
needed to generate control signals, transmit data between host computer and imager IC,
and provide supply voltage and bias currents. This section introduces the hardware
components involved in the prototype board that controls the imager IC.
5.1.1 PIC32 microcontroller

A 32-bit PIC microcontroller was used as the ubiquitous part of an embedded
system. Because the developed imager device at this stage is only for prototyping
purpose, there was no need to choose a high-end microcontroller to start with. PIC32
microcontroller family provides sufficient flexibilities including the amount of
peripherals, memory space, instruction execution speed, and different packages. It is
suitable for prototyping purpose because of the relatively simple development protocol,
as well as a wide variety of application notes available online. This project used
PIC32MX795F512L microcontroller as imager chip controller. Features of such
microcontroller include the 512KB flash programming memory, 128KB RAM data
memory, USB transceiver module, and a total of 85 general purpose I/O pins. The system
can operate at 80 MHz, which is well above the master clock frequency of the imager IC
used in pre-silicon validation, 10 MHz.
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PIC32 microcontroller is programmed by C and the code is compiled by Ccompiler. The manufacturer, Microchip Technology, provides a complete set of
integrated design environment called MPLAB IDE. In developing the software support of
the prototype device, a universal bootloader code was first ported to the version of the
selected MCU. Then the MCU was programmed with that ported bootloader by using
PIC-kit 3 programmer. After the bootloader is loaded, the MCU can be simply reprogrammed using USB. The above software development platform becomes very
convenient, and was choosing as the general method of building the imager chip
controller and testing other mixed-signal ICs.
5.1.2 Xilinx Cool Runner II CPLD

The selected version of PIC32 microcontroller can operate at up to 80 MHz.
Although products with up to 200 MHz are available, an even faster programmable logic,
such as a CPLD, can be implemented besides the MCU to further enhance the data
transmission bandwidth of the chip controller. The MCU speed is limited because it
executes the code in serial and one instruction takes possibly more than one clock cycles
for execution. Maintaining certain timing constrains in C coding becomes relatively
difficult due to the nature of serial execution of code. In this regard, a CPLD are
reconfigurable logic devices in which all the operating logics generate signals in parallel.
By this way it is easier to perform the static timing verification before device
programming. In the development of the ADC testing tape-out before building the final
monolithic imager IC, a Xilinx CoolRunner II CPLD was used to support the MCU to
generate high speed data transmission control signals.
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The development of the Verilog code to program the CPLD was performed using
Xilinx ISE Design Suite 11. After the Verilog code was verified through static timing
analysis, it was synthesized into a JEDEC programming file according to the selected
hardware architecture. Then the JEDEC programming file was converted into a XSVF
file through iMPACT, subsidiary software provided by Xilinx. The data file was further
embedded into the application-layer code of the MCU, so that the CPLD was in-system
programmed by the MCU[86], at the same time the MCU is programmed by its
application-layer code.
5.1.3 Programmable voltage and current reference

There are 15 reference voltages and 9 bias currents required by the imager IC. All
these voltages and current are generated by programmable reference circuits that include
a 12-bit DAC, an N-MOSFET (or a P-MOSFET), an op amp, and a source or sink
resistor. Fig. 99 shows three types of reference generation circuits used in the chip
controller. The 12-bit DAC is controlled by the PIC32 MCU by the SPI. This is a 4-wire
serial communication architecture that involves Serial Data In (SDI), Serial Data Out
(SDO), Serial Clock (SCK), and Chip Select (CS). The CS signal of each 12-bit DAC is
controlled by one of the general purpose I/O pins on the microcontroller. The SDI and
SCK of all 12-bit DACs are shared. The two signals are supplied by the Serial Data Out
(SDO) and SCK pins from the PIC32 MCU. In Idel & Config mode of imager IC,
programming on the on-chip register is performed by first pulling down one of the CS
signal associated with the 12-bit DAC chip to be programmed; then the MCU sends serial
data to DAC register and refresh the analog output by pulling high CS. All reference
generation circuits are programmed sequentially at the power-up phase. Once the DACs
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are programmed, their voltage output can be used by buffering it with op amps as shown
in Fig. 103(a). To produce a bias current, the DAC output feeds into the current generator
circuit shown in Fig. 103 (b) and (c), for either sourcing a current from the chip, or
sinking current to the chip. In the current generator circuit, the feedback of the op amp
pins the voltage at node A to be Vref. The op amp adaptively biases the gate voltage of the
N-MOSFET or the P-MOSFET, so that the drain current of the MOSFET is the Vref
devided by the resistor value, R.

Fig. 103 Three different reference generation circuits used in the chip controller board

5.1.4 Excitation circuit

The high speed LED driver circuit is the same as the discrete component
fluorimeter discussed in Chapter 2. To further increase the maximum excitation power,
two excitation boards were placed in parallel to excite the chemical samples at both sides.
5.1.5 Power supply

Fig. 104 shows the functional blocks in the final fluorimeter prototype. The
portable device receives 5V USB power supply from the personal computer. It is
regulated into three separate on-board supply voltages, Analog 3.3V, Digital 3.3V, and
Digital 5V. The fabricated imager IC is mounted in the middle, and it receives both
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analog and digital 3.3V voltages as supply voltage. The bias circuitry is powered by 3.3
V analog voltage supply. The excitation board that drives the high speed LED is supplied
at digital 5V. Finally the MCU is powered at digital 3.3V.

Fig. 104 The block diagram of the prototype imager device implementing the CMOS imager IC

5.1.6 CMOS fluorimeter integration

The fluorimeter hardware shown in Fig. 104 was separated into four PCBs and
they were assembled into a portable device shown in Fig. 105. The PIC 32
microcontroller board labeled with A was used to gate off, program, read data from the
imager IC, and communicate with the personal computer. Both the imager IC and the bias
circuitry were built on board B, because they share the same 3.3 V analog power supply.
Two boards were stacked through four 6-32 screws and were connected through a ribbon
cable for electric signal connection. Excitation boards, C and D, were placed between
board A and B orthogonally, so that a measurement chamber is formed in the middle of
four boards for placing the chemical sample cuvette. As two LEDs excite the sample in
horizontal direction, fluorescence emitted from the sample is received by the imager IC
from the 90° angle. The assembled device measures 17 cm × 9cm × 3cm to demonstrate
its portable feature.
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Fig. 105 The assembled portable lensless fluorimeter built by the CMOS imager IC

5.2 Testing of the portable CMOS Time-domain fluorescence lifetime imager

After each individual building block was validated, and the imager camera
module was integrated into a PCB prototype, the portable device was used for real
measurements. This section describes measurements on the decay time of the excitation
pulse, commercial fluorophores, and detection limit on fluorescein. Finally measurements
made by different pixels are compared.
5.2.1 Measuring 405 nm excitation pulse decay time

The excitation light power is orders of magnitude higher than the fluorescence
emitted from the chemical samples. To initially verify the fluorimiter’s ability to measure
time-resolved optical signal, the portable device was first used to measure the falling
edge profile of the excitation light by direct facing the LED to the imager IC. A 50 nswide excitation pulse and a 250 ns-wide reset pulse were created from the pulse generator.
With the delay of the excitation pulse fixed at 0 ns, the reset pulse was delayed from 0 ns
to 5.5 ns, with a total of 6 steps and a step size of 1.1 ns, as shown in Fig. 106. Under
each delay step, the measurement was repeated for a total number of 10,000 times. The
collected data is averaged as the final result for that delay step. The gain of the PGA was
set to be 56 dB.
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Fig. 106 The delayline controlled excitation pulse and reset pulse for optical decay measurement

The averaged data was normalized and plotted across the time scale, as shown in
Fig. 107 (a). A mono-exponential fit based on the data gave a time constant of 1.3 ns.
Then the raw data was discretely differentiated and fitted by the same exponential
function, as shown in Fig. 107 (b). This time the fitted time constant was 0.3 ns larger
than before, because the optical decay of the excitation light does not follow a strict
exponential function as the fluorescence. As can be identified from the figure, it linearly
decreases to around 20% of the peak value; then the signal starts to decay exponentially.

Fig. 107 The measured (fitted) 405 nm excitation pulse falling edge (a) and the differentiated data (b)
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To verify the accuracy of the decay constant measured by the fluorimeter, the
same excitation pulse was measured by a Hamamatsu S2382 avalanche photodiode
biased at 130 V. The avalanche photodiode has a bandwidth close to 1 GHz. The output
of the APD was connected to a Tektronix MSO3402 5GS/s oscilloscope with 50 ohm
input impedance. As shown in Fig. 107 (b), data measured by the APD-Oscilloscope
overlaps with that measured by the portable fluorimeter, indicating the sensitivity and
accuracy of the optical decay measurement on the excitation light.
5.2.2 Measurement on commercial fluorophores by a single pixel

Real lifetime measurement by the portable CMOS fluorimeter was performed on
three commercial fluorophores, including Fluorescein sodium salt (Online science
mall/CAD# 518-47-8), Lucifer yellow (MP Biomedicals/M3415), and Protoporphyrin IX
(Sigma-Aldrich/P8293). They were separately measured with their lifetimes and the
results were compared with their documented lifetimes.
Fluorescein sodium salt was first dissolved in PBS. Then it was diluted to prepare
a 500 μM/L solution. Liquid chemical sample was placed in a 1.5 mL disposable plastic
cuvette (Fisher Scientific/14-955-127) sealed with Parafilm Sealing Film (Universal
Medical/ SKU: HS234526B). The cuvette was placed in the measurement chamber of the
portable CMOS fluorimeter. During the measurement, the fluorimeter was put inside a
constant temperature chamber in order to minimize temperature variation, and to shield
the image sensor from the external light. The 20 μm × 20 μm N+/PW-HV diode based
APS at column 32 row 64 was used to sense the fluorescence. The measurement process
was similar to measuring the excitation decay, but because fluorescein’s lifetime is larger
than 1.3 ns, the delay range was set from 0 ns to 12.2 ns, with a total 12 steps and 1.1 ns
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step size. A total of 10, 000 point data was captured for each delay step. After the average
values were calculated for each delay step, they were plotted across the time axis as
shown in Fig. 108 (a). A mono-exponential fit was performed to extract its lifetime, and
the result was 3.3 ns, compared to the documented lifetime of 4 ns. Fig. 108 (b) presents
the residue of the fitted data compared with the measurement data.

Fig. 108 The measured lifetime of 500 μM/L fluorescein sodium salt dissolved in PBS

Lucifer yellow sodium salt was dissolved in PBS and further prepared into a 500
μM/L sample. The measurement followed the same procedure as measuring the
fluorescein. Fig. 109 (a) plots the time-resolved fluorescence decay measurement data
and fitted data. The extracted lifetime was 5.4 ns, compared to the documented lifetime
of 5.7 ns.
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Fig. 109 The measured lifetime of 500 μM/L Lucifer Yellow sodium salt dissolved in PBS

Protoporphyrin IX powder was first dissolved in DMSO and then diluted into a 10
μM/L solution. The measured fluorescence decay and fitted curve are plotted in Fig. 110
(a). The measured lifetime was 19.6 ns, as compared to the documented lifetime of 16.4
ns[87]. The 19.5 % relative error is due to the non-linearity effect of the SC-PGA and the
10-bit ADC.

Fig. 110 The measured lifetime of 10 μM/L Protoporphyrin IX dissolved in PBS
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5.2.3 Single pixel measurement detection limit

One of the commonly used criteria to evaluate a fluorimeter’s sensitivity to
chemical samples is the minimum concentration of fluorescein it can detect. In order to
determine the detection limit of the CMOS fluorimeter, fluorescein sodium salt dissolved
in PBS were prepared in a series of concentrations, including 500 μM/L, 50 μM/L, 5
μM/L, and 0.5 μM/L, and measured separately. Measurement made on each group was
repeated 5 times to calculate the average lifetime and the standard error. Fig. 111 shows
the measurement data for all concentrations. The average lifetime remains the same when
the concentration was reduced from 500 μM/L to 50 μM/L. But it starts to decrease to
below 3 ns at a lower concentration. So the detection limit of the CMOS fluorimeter is 50
μM/L.

Fig. 111 The measured lifetime of fluorescein sodium salt dissolved in PBS at different concentrations

The measured detection limit on IC is a factor of 200 larger than that of the
discrete-component fluorimeter, 0.25 μM/L. So the performance of the IC is not as good
as the discrete-component fluorimeter. There is not a direct method to quantitatively
compare two types of fluorimeters on the limiting mechanisms of their detection limit,
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since their sensing circuit used different types of sensors and sensing circuits. In the
succeeding discussion, a quantitative analysis on the IC’s noise model will be
individually carried out to understand the limiting factors of the detection limit. It may be
intuitive that the reduced gain of the amplifier reduces the signal amplitude received by
the ADC, requiring the concentration of chemical samples to increase proportionally to
guarantee sufficient signal power. But detailed analysis shows that the relation between
system’s detection limit and the gain of the amplifier is not linear. The gain realized by
an actual amplifier tends to affect the detection limit by interfering with the noise
generated in the circuit. Optimization made on dominant noise sources produced from the
circuit can reduce the detection limit.
The cascaded connection of a pixel sensor, an amplifier, and an ADC that
represents one sensing channel is shown in Fig. 112. Sensor receives the fluorescence
signal with the power of Pfl and converts it into an electric power called Psig . The
efficiency from Psig to Pfl is usually smaller than 1, but it is assumed to be 1 for concise
analysis. At the input of the amplifier, two noise sources interfere with the signal
component. They includes the output referred noise of the sensor, and the input referred
noise of the amplifier. Because signal and noise are uncorrelated, their superposition is
amplified by a factor of A by the amplifier. Then input referred noise of the ADC further
interferes with the signal, reducing the SNR at the final output.

Fig. 112 The noise model of one sensing channel in the fluorimeter IC
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The SNR at the output of the entire signal chain can be written as

SNRout



104 Pfl

 10 log10
Pn , ADC

 Pn , pixel  Pn ,amp 

A2








Eqn. 53

In equation, the signal power is multiplied by a factor of 10,000, because the 10,000-time
averaging operation can reduce the total noise power by that amount.
The detection limit of the system corresponds to the minimum SNR that is
acceptable at the output of the ADC for reasonably accurate lifetime measurement. The
data measured on a fluorophore sample, which is the integration of the time-resolved
single exponential decay, can be plotted in a fashion shown in Fig. 113 (a). Data can be
further decomposed into a signal component and a noise component in time domain, as
shown in Fig. 113 (b). The signal falls from the peak amplitude at time of 0. After one
decay time constant, 1 , it becomes 37% of the peak value; after 2 decay time constants,
2 , the signal is reduced to only 14% of the peak. Because the peak signal is the first

data to be measured, guaranteeing the RMS noise level to be 10% of the peak signal
amplitude can make sure that: the first measured signal power is 102, or 100, times as
large as the noise power; the signal power measured at 1 is 3.72, or ~14, times as large
as the noise power. Because in both cases the signal power is more than 1 order of
magnitude higher than the noise power, the interference of noise component to the
accurate lifetime extraction can be ignored. When recording data from 0 to 1 , because
the delay step of the gating controller is 1.1 ns, and at least 2 measurements should be
made to extract the lifetime, the minimum detectable lifetime is ~ 1 ns, which is the
objective of building the system. When measuring samples with more than 1 ns lifetime,
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the effect of noise interference will become weaker, because more data points are
involved in fitting process.

Fig. 113 The generalized time-domain measurement data on a fluorophore sample (a) and its
decomposition (b)

Above discussion proves that setting the minimum SNR at the output of ADC to
be 20 dB, corresponding to the peak signal amplitude to be 10 times as large as the RMS
noise level, will guarantee reasonably good lifetime extraction. Under this condition, and
based on Eqn. 53, the detection limit of the system can be written as

Pfl 

P
1 
Pn ,amp  Pn , pixel  n , ADC
2 
10 
A2





Eqn. 54

It says that the minimum detectable fluorescence peak power from the excited chemical
sample is determined by the noise generated from the sensor, the amplifier, and the ADC
which is attenuated by a factor related to the amplifier’s gain.
Next, each noise power factor in Eqn. 54 will be analyzed for quantitative study.
The noise behavior of the amplifier has been analyzed in section 4.3.2.2. The closed form
expression of the input referred RMS noise voltage of the PGA was shown in Eqn. 43.
When the closed-loop gain of stage 1 amplifier reduces from 300 to 120, the bandwidth
in amplification mode, f amplf , is increased from 180 kHz to 450 kHz. Using the new
value of f amplf to calculate the RMS noise voltage again, Vin ,rms , PGA increases from 223.1
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μV to 223.2 μV. So the effect of the reduced gain on amplifier’s input referred noise can
be ignored. Pn ,amp in Eqn. 54 is 2232 μV2.

Fig. 114 The noise model of a 3-T active pixel sensor

The pixel sensor’s noise model is shown in Fig. 114. The noise includes the KTC
noise due to transistor M1, capacitor Cd, and the thermal noise from transistor M2~M4.
The 1/f noise is ignored. At node X, the PSD of the noise is
Vn2, X , PSD 

4kTRon1

1   2 fRon1Cd 

Eqn. 55

2

where Ron1 is the channel resistance of M1, and Cd is the junction capacitance of the diode.
Vn2, X is directly reflected to the pixel output by assuming an ideal source follower. In the
source follower circuit, because the impedance looking into the drain of M3 is much
larger than that looking into the source of M2, almost all noise current I n2,2 flows into the
channel of M2 and does not affect the output. So the noise current of M2 is neglected. The
output noise contributed from M3 and M4 can be written as
Vn2, pix , PSD

M 3,4

 4kT

2 1
gm4
(

)
3 gm3 gm32

Eqn. 56

where gm3 and gm4 are the trans-conductance of M3 and M4. So, by combining Eqn. 54
and 55, the total noise PSD at pixel sensor output satisfies
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Vn2, pix , PSD 

4kTRon1

1   2 fRon1Cd 
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 4kT

gm4
2 1

(
)
3 gm3 gm32

Eqn. 57

Integrating it from 0Hz to BW (54 MHz, bandwidth of the op amp in PGA), the total
noise power at the pixel output is
Vn2, pix 

2kT
2 1
gm4
tan 1 (2 BWRonCd )  4kT (
) BW

 Cd
3 gm3 gm32

Eqn. 58

In post-layout simulation, Ron1 is 4.96 kΩ, Cd is 40 fF, gm3 is 42 μA/V is, and gm4 is 887
μA/V. Apply all values into Eqn. 56, and integrate it from 0 Hz to 54 MHz, the total
RMS noise voltage at the pixel output equals 615 μV. Pn , pixel in Eqn. 54 is 6152 μV2.
The input referred noise of the ADC includes quantization noise and thermal
noise. They are calculated by referring to the ADC dynamic performance. The measured
ENOB of the 10-bit ADC at 1.1 MS/s conversion rate was 6.4 bits. In the measurement a
1.024 V peak-to-peak sine signal was provided to the ADC. Because the relation between
ENOB and signal-to-noise-and-distortion (SINAD) follows

ENOB 

SINAD  1.76
6.02

Eqn. 59

The calculated SINAD is 40.3 dB. It further satisfies
SINAD  10 log10 (

Pin , ADC
Pn ,quant  Pn ,therm  Pdis

)

Eqn. 60

where Pin , ADC is the input signal power of the ADC, Pn , quant is the quantization noise
power, Pn ,therm is the thermal noise power, and Pdis is the harmonic distortion power. Eqn.
59 is equivalent to

SINAD  20 log10 (

Vin, ADC , RMS
Vn , ADC , RMS
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)

Eqn. 61

where Vin, ADC , RMS is the RMS voltage of the ADC input signal, or 362 mV for the 1.024 V
peak-to-peak sine wave, and Vn , ADC , RMS is the total input referred ADC RMS noise voltage.
By doing the reverse calculation Vn , ADC , RMS is determined to be 3.5 mV. So Pn , ADC in Eqn.
54 is (3.5×103)2 μV2. Notice that in calculation the harmonic distortion power is also
included as part of the noise.
Now all components in Eqn. 53 have been analytically calculated. To evaluate the
effect of the reduced gain of the amplifier to the system’s detection limit, the value of
Eqn. 53 is plotted when varying the amplifier gain from 20 dB to 80 dB, as shown in Fig.
115 (α=1). This figure also includes three different curves when the total noise power
from the pixel sensor and the amplifier are reduced by a factor of 2, 4, and 16 (α=2, 4, 16).
This family of plots indicates that, based on the noise performance of the existing system,
as long as the amplifier gain is more than 40 dB, the detection limit becomes relatively a
constant. It first proves that the relation between the detection limit and the amplifier gain
is not linear. It also proves that the reduction of the measured amplifier gain from 93 dB
to 56 dB did not degrade the detection limit of the system.
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Fig. 115 The RMS voltage of the detectable signal vs. the amplifier gain under different improvement
factors

The above analysis studied the system’s detection limit from the noise point of
view. Three noise components are the limiting factors, including pixel sensor noise,
column amplifier noise, and ADC noise. It is concluded that the noise from the pixel
sensor and the column amplifier is dominant, but the noise from the ADC is negligible if
the signal can be amplified by a factor more than 40 dB before digitization. Under the
existing circuitry, the RMS noise voltage at the pixel sensor output is 615 μV; it is 223
μV at the amplifier input. The minimum detectable signal is 66 μV RMS, corresponding
to the fluorescence emitted from a 50 μM/L fluorescein sample. It is worthy of evaluating
how small the noise could be reduced to by revising the circuit, so that the detection limit
of the system can be extrapolated for future design reference.
First, pixel sensor noise includes the KTC noise and the source follower noise.
Because KTC noise power is inverse proportional to the diode capacitance, it can be
reduced by using a larger pixel. Source follower noise can be effectively reduced by
decreasing the aspect ratio of the current source transistor and increasing its area, so that
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its transconductance is smaller to reduce the thermal noise, and its 1/f noise also gets
decreased. For above two noise sources, a factor of 16 reduction on noise power can be
realized by using 80 μm by 80 μm pixel sensor that replaces the 20 μm by 20 μm pixel,
and using a 48μm/16μm current source transistor to replace the 48μm/1μm one. Second,
the noise from the switched-capacitor amplifier is dominated by the KTC noise of the
input switch. Its noise power can be reduced by a factor of 16 by increasing the sampling
capacitor from 1.5 pF to 24 pF. Further improvement on all above noise power is possible,
but becomes less attractive, because the pixel sensor and the capacitor area grow
exponentially. So the above evaluation shows the detection limit could be improved as far
as each imaging channel is allowed to be built using more silicon areas. The increased
pixel pitch size will reduce the spatial resolution, but the improvement on the detection
limit can be beneficial to certain applications. Under the noise power improvement factor
of 16, the minimum detectable signal can be as low as 16 μV RMS. It corresponds to the
fluorescence emitted from a 12 μM/L fluorescein sample, as plotted in Fig. 115.
5.2.4 Fluorescein lifetime measured with well spaced pixels

The final objective of using the CMOS fluorimeter is to acquire a 2-dimensional
image based on the lifetime measured by each pixel of the array. This can be potentially
used as a lensless imager to replace fluorescence microscope to measure live cells stained
with fluorophores. However, the first CMOS fluorimeter IC prototype was limited in
using a single pixel at a time. Measuring chemical samples using a second pixel has to be
performed by manually tuning the reference voltage, Vref1, of the column-parallel SCPGA array. The reason is explained as follow.
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Fig. 116 The first stage of the PGA connected to a pixel sensor

For the review purpose, Fig. 116 presents a pixel sensor connected to the first
stage of the PGA circuit. In pixel reset phase, because M1, M4, and M5 are closed, while
other switches are open, voltage across capacitor C1 equals
VC1  Vrst  Vref 1  Vos

Eqn. 62

where Vrst is the voltage at node A during the pixel reset phase, and Vos is the offset of
the op amp U1. After the pixel reset phase, all above switches are opened, while the
remaining switches are closed. At the end of the succeeding amplification phase, voltage
across C1 becomes
VC1  Vos

Eqn. 63

So the differential input signal, called Vin,rst, that is amplified in the first measurement is
the difference between Eqn. 62 and Eqn. 63, or (Vrst-Vref1). The value of Vin,rst is pixel
depended, and it includes a noise component with a mean value of 0, and a DC offset
component that varies from one pixel sensor to another when fix the value of Vref1
Vin ,rst  Vn , pixel  Vos _ pixel
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Eqn. 64

The purpose of the first measurement in one measurement cycle is to record both
components, so that their effect can be removed by subtracting the first measurement
from the second one, which is performed after the pixel integration. This correlateddouble-sampling process will function properly only when both components in Eqn. 64
are very close to 0. If their total becomes greater than, say, 1 mV, the amplifier with a
gain close to 60 dB would rail its output. So to make Eqn. 64 close to 0, Vref1 has to be
tuned repeatedly for each pixel to cancel their different DC offset. Because the 32channel PGAs share the same Vref1, measuring the entire pixel for a frame of image
means there will be total number of 1,024 adjustments performed on Vref1. This can not
be realized based on the current hardware.
To demonstrate the ability of different pixels across the array to accurately
measure the same chemical sample with the same lifetime, three pixels at the corner of
the pixel array were used to perform the measurement, as shown in Fig. 117.

Fig. 117 The coordinate of pixels at the corner of pixel array

The 50 μM/L fluorescein sodium salt dissolved in PBS was measured by the
pixels mentioned above. The measurement data and the fitted exponential curve are
shown in Fig. 118. As can be seen from the result, all three pixels measured very close
lifetimes with standard error less than 700 ps.
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Fig. 118 The measured fluorescence lifetime data by three pixels located at the corner

To correct the pixel offset variation issue, the amplifier circuit needs to be
modified. The requirement on adjusting Vref1 for each individual pixel is fundamentally
because Vref1 can not automatically track Vrst of each pixel by the circuit itself. The
modification made in Fig. 119 uses a sampling and hold circuit to dynamically set the
Vref1, which is the non-inverting biasing voltage of the op amp U1.

Fig. 119 The modified first stage PGA circuit with the dynamic biasing function
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Fig. 120 The connection of the stage 1 amplifier in (a) pixel reset phase, (b) pixel integration/first A-Dconversion phase, and (c) pixel output amplification phase

The operation starts from the pixel sensor reset phase, as shown in Fig. 120 (a).
The reset level of the pixel output, Vrst, is sampled on capacitor C3. U1 is connected with
unity gain feedback, so capacitor C1 tracks the offset voltage of the op amp U1, Vos. The
output in pixel reset phase equals (Vrst+Vos).
Right after the pixel reset is completed, both capacitor C1 and C3 are disconnected
from the pixel output. So charges stored on both capacitors in pixel reset phase are
trapped. Because the output remains (Vrst+Vos), this voltage is digitized by the ADC to
record the reset level of the measurement.
The pixel sensor integrates the amount of light in a time period called T after the
reset phase. After that amount of time the pixel output drops by a voltage called ΔVpix(T)
because of the light. Then two switch operations are performed. First, the unity gain
feedback loop is opened, leaving capacitor C2 couples the inverting input and the output
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of U1. Second, the capacitor C1 is re-connected to the pixel output. Because the inverting
input is floating, and there are Q1 amount of charges flow out of C1, those charges have to
be pulled out of C2. This makes the output becomes Vout2 labeled in Fig. 120 (c). The
voltage is digitized by the ADC again and the first data, Vout1, is subtracted from it.
Because the inclusion of the dynamic biasing circuit in the first stage amplifier
can automatically track the offset from pixel to pixel, there is no need to manually control
the bias point for measuring each individual pixel sensor when taking an entire frame of
image. The cost of this solution is the introduction of the sampling capacitor, C3. To
cancel the charge injection effect due to switch M1 and M2, C3 needs to be as large as C1,
which was 1.5 pF in the design.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

Fluorescence lifetime imaging is a promising research and application area that
requires multi-disciplinary knowledge and efforts. Although Time Correlated Single
Photon Counting and frequency-domain instruments have been widely adopted as the
industrial standard, portable and cost-effective fluorimeters capable of measuring
nanosecond fluorescence lifetime are currently unavailable in the market, and are of great
interest for point-of-care diagnosis, field research, and wearable consumer electronics.
Time-domain fluorimeters have been demonstrated on CMOS integrated circuits, but to
the best knowledge of the author, a CMOS active pixel sensor has not yet been used as
the sensor. This work proposed a novel sensing method to integrate fluorescence decay in
different time windows to record the area underneath different parts of the decay profile.
Because the electronics associated with such a sensing method no longer requires fast
optoelectronics and high readout bandwidth as in SPAD based TCSPC system, the
simplest CMOS active pixel sensor can be used to improve the fill factor of the pixel
array.
This project developed portable imaging devices that are application specific.
Several development phases were carefully planned and performed in a step by step
manner. First, a discrete-component fluorimeter was built on printed-circuit boards. After
having it demonstrate the ability of distinguishing lifetimes of different commonly used
fluorophores in the range from 4 ns to 18.8 ns, the device was improved to have a
detection limit as low as 0.25 μM/L on fluorescein sodium salt dissolved in PBS. Next,
all discrete electronics were migrated into the integrated circuit. All the necessary
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building blocks were designed, simulated, fabricated, and tested, and the final CMOS
fluorimeter was built on a single chip with all digital control logic integrated on it. The
chip was packaged and installed on printed-boards to realize a portable device.
The single pixel in the imager demonstrated the ability to measure both the decay
time constant of the excitation pulse, and the fluorescence decay of three commercial
fluorophores. The measured lifetimes ranged from 3.3 ns to 19.6 ns. The fluorimeter’s
detection limit is 50 μM/L performed on fluorescein sodium salt dissolved in PBS. When
using pixels located at different coordinate of the array, measurements performed on the
same chemical sample produced matched lifetime measurement results.
In testing the final CMOS IC using the entire pixel array, it was noticed that the
amplifier’s reference voltage needs to be frequently adjusted by hand in order to use the
entire pixel arrray. Also, the gain of the column amplifier was reduced from its
simulation because of the underestimated parasitic effects using a single-channel layout
in performing the simulation. Both issues were quantitatively studied and discussed.
Either improvement strategies were proposed or the inspiration from the analysis was
induced to better evaluate the fundamental limiting factors of the system’s performance.
To eliminate the adjustment of pixel dependent reference voltage used in the
column amplifier, so that an entire frame of image can be produced automatically, it is
proposed that the amplifier front-end circuit be modified by introducing a dynamic
biasing circuit. The circuit implements a sampling-and-hold circuit to dynamically track
and hold the unique reset level of each pixel sensor connected to the amplifier. The
circuit operating under such scheme only processes the drop of the pixel output, but the
variation of pixel offset is canceled.
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The relation between the column amplifier’s gain and the system’s detection limit
was mathematically modeled. The quantitative analysis was made by calculating the
noise contributed from the pixel sensor, amplifier, and the ADC, then establishing a
signal-to-noise ratio limit as the criteria to set the detection limit of the system. The
model shows that based on the noise produced from the existing circuitry, the system’s
sensitivity was very weakly affected by the reduced gain. This is because the measured
gain was ~60 dB, which was greater than a threshold, ~ 40 dB, below which the system’s
detection limit starts to decay rapidly.
There are two mechanisms that could affect the system’s sensitivity. The first one
is the noise contributed from the pixel sensor and the column amplifier. It was estimated
that by reducing the pixel noise and the amplifier input referred noise power by a factor
of 16, the detection limit could be reduced from the existing record of 50 μM/L to 12
μM/L. The improvement can be realized by increasing the pixel sensor’s size from 20 μm
by 20 μm to 80 μm by 80 μm, using a 48μm/16 μm source follower current source
transistor, and using a 24 pF sampling capacitor at the amplifier front-end. Because the
curve fitting process that extracts the lifetime is numerically performed in the computer,
the round-off error also produces errors that could lead to the variation of the measured
lifetime from its actual value. This effect is less critical than the noise of the measurement
circuit. It is proposed that the automatic gain control circuit be implemented into the
column amplifier. This will allow the signal amplitude sensed by the ADC fit the entire
conversion rail to maximize the number of signal levels that can be distinguished by the
ADC.
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The discrete-component fluorimeter prototype was applied into the real chemical
development of optical chemical sensors for food safety in Joanneum Research, Austria.
Based on the type of chemical sensors, samples with the concentration from 0.1 μM/L to
100 μM/L are usually measured. The discrete-component fluorimeter is able to measure
fluorescein concentration down to 0.25 μM/L; the CMOS IC fluorimeter can measure
fluorescein with a concentration of 50 μM/L. Their performance is reasonably useful in
the concentration range of interest shown above. The devices not only provide the
sufficient detection limit for research purpose, their low-cost and portable feature also
attracts scientists in real biochemical research.
In conclusion, the CMOS IC fluorimeter was physically designed, simulated,
fabricated and tested. The measurement made by the IC demonstrated the viability of
using conventional CMOS active pixel sensors to perform real nanosecond-scale
fluorescence lifetime measurement on real chemicals. Compared to more complicated
pixels, such as SPAD sensors, Drain-Only-Modulation sensors, and Differential sensors,
the adoption of using the conventional active pixel sensors maximized the fill factor of
the a sensor, lowered the cost of the sensor, and reduced the operation supply voltage of
the sensor. Compared to the industry-level TCSPC and frequency-domain phase
instruments, the fluorimeter built on IC is portable, low cost, and can be readily used for
field research and consumer electronics.
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